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ABSTRACT

Context. Software testing is becoming more and more important in software development life-cycle
especially for web testing. Selenium is one of the most widely used property-based Graph-User-
Interface(GUI) web testing tools. Nevertheless, it also has some limitations. For instance, Selenium
cannot test the web components in some specific plugins or HTML5 videos frame. But it is important
for testers to verify the functionality of plugins or videos on the websites. Recently, the theory of the
image recognition-based GUI testing is introduced which can locate and interact with the components
to be tested on the websites by image recognition. There are only a few papers do research on
comparing property-based GUI web testing and image recognition-based GUI testing. Hence, we
formulated our research objectives based on this main gap.
Objectives. We want to compare these two different techniques with EyeSel which is the tool
represents the image recognition-based GUI testing and Selenium which is the tool represents the
property-based GUI testing. We will evaluate and compare the strengths and drawbacks of these two
tools by formulating specific JUnit testing scripts. Besides, we will analyze the comparative result and
then evaluate if EyeSel can solve some of the limitations associated with Selenium. Therefore, we can
conclude the benefits and drawbacks of property-based GUI web testing and image recognition-based
GUI testing.
Methods. We conduct an experiment to develop test cases based on websites’ components both by
Selenium and EyeSel. The experiment is conducted in an educational environment and we select 50
diverse websites as the subjects of the experiment. The test scripts are written in JAVA and ran by
Eclipse. The experiment data is collected for comparing and analyzing these two tools.
Results. We use quantitative analysis and qualitative analysis to analyze our results. First of all, we
use quantitative analysis to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of two GUI web testing tools.
The effectiveness is measured by the number of components that can be tested by these two tools
while the efficiency is measured by the measurements of test cases’ development time and execution
time. The results are as follows (1) EyeSel can test more number of components in web testing than
Selenium (2) Testers need more time to develop test cases by Selenium than by EyeSel (3) Selenium
executes the test cases faster than EyeSel. (4) “Results (1)” indicates the effectiveness of EyeSel is
better than Selenium while “Results (2)(3)” indicate the efficiency of EyeSel is better than Selenium.
Secondly, we use qualitative analysis to evaluate four quality characteristics (learnability, robustness,
portability, functionality) of two GUI web testing tools. The results show that portability and
functionality of Selenium are better than EyeSel while the learnability of EyeSel is better than
Selenium. And both of them have good robustness in web testing.
Conclusions. After analyzing the results of comparison between Selenium and EyeSel, we conclude
that (1) Image recognition-based GUI testing is more effectiveness than property-based GUI web
testing (2) Image recognition-based GUI testing is more efficiency than property-based GUI web
testing (3) The portability and functionality of property-based GUI web testing is better than Image
recognition-based GUI testing (4) The learnability of image recognition-based GUI testing is better
than property-based GUI web testing. (5) Both of them are good at different aspects of robustness

Keywords: Selenium, EyeSel, Image recognition-based
GUI testing, Property-based GUI testing
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1 INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, software testing is becoming an increasingly important activity in

software development life-cycle [1]. Because it is not only one of the most effort consuming
phase in software development but also it is tightly related to the software quality. To ensure
the quality of the software, the effective and efficient software testing tools are required to
maximize the number of faults detected and minimize the effort [2]. There are many
property-based GUI web testing tools such as Watir, Sahi, iMacros, QTP and Selenium. It is
reported that Selenium gets the highest score among these four testing tools in the field of
data driving test, easy of learning and enhanced recording features [3]. Selenium was firstly
introduced in 2004 which hooks into the underlying software of the website to identify and
interact with components in run-time. It uses simple scripts to run tests straightforward in a
browser and it uses iframes and JavaScript to embed the test automation engine into the
browser [4]. Selenium cannot only interface with the website efficiently but also run the
same test naturally against numerous programs [5]. Besides, Selenium is an automated
testing tool which enhances the efficiency of testing procedures and provides quick feedback
to engineers. Additionally, it discovers the run-time failure when testing engineers may miss
in the manual testing. Consequently, Selenium is the most well-known automated property-
based GUI web testing tools nowadays [3] [4].

However, the web applications are turning out to be more complex step by step. It is
extremely difficult to handle them only by making utilization the tool of Selenium [6]. It
seems that the applicability of Selenium is insufficient due to the following reasons. Firstly,
Selenium cannot fully emulate the human user and some defects cannot be identified by
Selenium which can be easily caught by manual testing. Secondly, Selenium appears to
interact with the system as a user when the script is running but in reality, the tool is
interacting with the system under test (SUT) underlying components [7]. Furthermore, the
tool cannot test all type of components on the websites because Selenium is reliance on
accessing to underlying components of the web application. Therefore, Selenium has some
limitations when it is used for web testing. In other words, Selenium needs some auxiliary
tools to help test the components that Selenium cannot test on the websites.

The practice in the industry for visual verification is manual testing. Human use
several predefined test scenarios which are stored in tables that show what to interact with a
set of components and what the expected outcome of these interactions [7]. However, as
stated by Taipale et al. in the paper “Trade-off between automated and manual software
testing” [8], manual testing is time-consuming. On the other hand, another type of test --
automation testing can increase the efficiency particularly in regression testing, where the
test cases can be executed interactively even when some changes are made to the software.
They [8] also pointed out that the automation tools in GUI testing domain are normally used
to assist the tester instead of automation GUI testing completely. Recently, EyeSel has been
developed which allows the testers to use image recognition in test cases. The biggest feature
for EyeSel is that it provides an approach for image-recognition in the process of visual
testing. The benefit of image-recognition is that the testing tools can see what is exactly
shown on the screen so that tester can create user-emulated test cases to complement human
testing. In this case, it mitigates the problem of high time and money cost for manual visual
verification testing.

However, the image recognition-based GUI web testing[5] technique is not fully
maturity. And there are a few papers explored in the field of comparing the property-based
GUI web testing technique with image recognition-based GUI web testing technique.
Because the concepts of image recognition-based GUI testing and property-based GUI web
testing are so abstract that cannot be compared by the experiment statistic. Selenium is the
most widely used property-based GUI testing tool in the world [3] [4]. Therefore, we choose
Selenium as the representation of property-based testing. EyeSel is an option to represent
image recognition-based testing. There are some other options such as Sikuli [9]. But we
choose EyeSel in our experiment due to the following reasons. First, there are some
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researches have analyzed Sikuli. And EyeSel is newly developed tool and there is no
research have analyzed this tool. Second, Sikuli is a more general automation testing tool
while EyeSel is more focusing on WEB testing which is more related to the domain of our
thesis. Therefore, it is better to choose EyeSel to represent image recognition-based testing in
our thesis. Besides, these two tools have their own well defined API and these two tools are
completely different and run independently. Hence, these two tools can represent the
property-based and image recognition-based GUI testing and the comparison of these two
tools is fair.

We choose experiment as our research method. An experiment with abundant test
scripts was conducted in this study to find out the benefits and drawbacks of Selenium and
EyeSel. The experiment contains 1000 test cases (500 for Selenium and 500 for EyeSel)
based on 50 diverse websites. We analyzed our results by qualitative analysis and
quantitative analysis to answer the research questions we formulated.

The main contributions of this research are as follows: (1) We compare two GUI-
based testing techniques with the representative tools Selenium and EyeSel which has not
been discussed by previous work (2) We present a detailed execution process of experiment
to perform the similar research (3) we clearly evaluate the benefit and drawbacks of
Selenium and EyeSel by qualitative analysis and quantitative analysis. (4) The web-based
testers could get support by this research when they need to choose the suitable GUI-based
testing technique.

The structure of the study are as follows: Section 2 introduces the background and
related work which contains the comparison of literature and the research gap. Section 3
presents the research methodology of the thesis. Section 4 shows the results of research
methodology and analysis of the results. Section 5 is the discussion of the results and
limitations of research. Section 6 is the last section of the thesis which is the conclusion and
future work.
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2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK
In this chapter, we will introduce the background and related work of our research

which contains the comparison of literature and the research gap.

2.1 Background
The process of GUI-based testing is to ensure the accuracy functionality of the

graphical user interface (GUI) for a given website or an application. Besides, it also requires
the designed GUI is confirmed to the initially written specifications. In other words, GUI
testing not only evaluates the functionality but also checks the design components such as
buttons, lists, links, content, labels, colors, layout, text boxes and text formatting. There are
two ways to process GUI-based testing: manual or automatic and it is normally the third-
party companies who perform the GUI testing rather than end users or developers. Both
manual and automatic GUI testing are time-consuming and require a large amount of
programming knowledge. There was a long time that the main approach for testing and
ensuring the quality in the software industry was manual testing. In the following years,
some predefined sets of steps are applied to the traditional manual testing to validate or
verify whether the system conformance satisfied with the initial requirement specification or
not [10][11][12][13].

However, the software is prone to change at any time [14][15] which can lead to
excessive cost if testers need to test over and over again. And manual testing has to follow
the test description repeatedly which will cause testers feel bored and have much more errors.
To reduce these problems while maintaining or improving the quality of final software,
automated testing has been proposed as a key solution [16]. Many automated testing
techniques are the low level of the systems such as unit tests which are useful for finding
components and function level errors. However, when these techniques are used to test high-
level testing, they will become costly, complex and hard to maintain [17][18]. Therefore,
there are some high-level techniques have been proposed as supplementary of manual testing
techniques. Alegroth et al.[5] classify the high- level techniques of GUI-based automation
testing into three generations. In the following part, we would introduce the characteristic of
these three generations in detail.

2.1.1 1st generation: Coordinate-based
The 1st generation GUI-based automated testing interacts with the System Under

Test (SUT) by using precise coordinates on the screen which are recorded by manual
interaction with the SUT [18]. General speaking, these exact coordinates are saved to the test
script in order to perform the automated regression testing efficiently. However, the 1st
generation GUI-based automated testing has nearly been abandoned in practice because it is
too fragile. The total test suite could result in fail even due to a minor change occurs in the
GUI’s layout. In conclusion, this technique needs a high level of maintenance cost
[18][19][20] because it lacks robustness to GUI change and more importantly it requires the
high consistency of screen resolution. Therefore, this approach is commonly integrated with
some other automatic testing frameworks or tools such as Sikuli [21] and JUnit [20]. We will
not discuss more content related to this technology in the thesis because this technique has
limitations when it is used independently in the practice.

2.1.2 2nd generation: Component/Widget-based
The 2nd generation GUI-based testing tools assert SUT by directly accessing to GUI

components or widgets [22] which make the technique more robust to change and stable test
execution. Component-, Widget-, Tag- or Property-based GUI testing are the synonyms for
this technique and it is used in industrial practice with representative tools such as QTP,
Selenium etc. These tools make the test case execution more robust by tightly access the
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SUT internal workings such as labels or component’s ID numbers. These SUT internal
workings can also be monitored in several tools to synchronize test cases with SUT
automatically [5]. Otherwise, it will require the user to manually specify the synchronization
points in the case.

Furthermore, most 2nd generation tools have the functions of recording and replaying
which significantly lowers the cost in test development period. Besides, most of the tools
also support tester to test the components by accessing GUI components’ property data such
as component type, ID number, etc. [23]. This support are necessary because the properties
of components are hard to identify by testers who have no technical or domain knowledge.
For instance, testers cannot identify a component only with an ID number or a label.
However, a set of combined properties of a component allows testers to distinguish
components from others. From the example shown in figure 2.1, we can see that the button
“Enter” can be found by the ID “2” or the Label “Enter”.

Figure 2.1 component-based testing

Some 2nd generation tools such as Selenium [24], also allow the tools automatically
extract components’ properties and generate a model with SUT. Testers can use these
models to create scenarios of interactions[25]. Selenium is one of the efficient open-source
automated testing tools which provides a good testing framework to test various applications
with almost all the programming languages. It is a sample of the 2nd generation technique.
Selenium has one characteristic that it has many browsers support during test scripts
execution. Selenium can not only efficiently interface with the site pages but also run the
same test naturally commonly against numerous programs [5]. Besides, Selenium is an
automated testing tool which enhances the efficiency of testing procedures and provides
quick feedback to engineers. It additionally discovers the run-time failure when engineers
may miss in the manual testing.

In practice, the test cases do not verify that the pictorial GUI which is the GUI shown
on the screen exactly to the user meets the requirements of SUT because the 2nd generation
GUI-based tools interact with the SUT by internal workings. Another challenge is that tools
are hard to know what attributes of GUI components have to be asserted. Standard
components are supported by most of the testing tools. However, for the components which
are custom built such as the button defined by the user, the user needs to create a custom
interpreter for the tools’ operation. These interpreters need to be maintained by the testers
once the components are changed which significantly increase the overall maintenance costs
[17][22][26][27]. Last but not least, there are also some types of components hard or cannot
to be tested by this technique especially some components may be changed during the test
script run time.

All in all, the 2nd generation GUI-based testing is usually performed with robust and
fast test because these tools interact with the inner workings of SUT. Nevertheless, this
interaction is a prerequisite for the use of the technology and also restricts tools to test the
application written in a particular programming language or have some certain types of
components, etc. In addition, the technique does not perform as a human user on the level of
system abstraction. Hence, it does not verify whether the SUT's behavior and appearance are
correct from a pictorial GUI point of view. In addition, the test scripts maintenance cost
related to this technique can be rather high. [17][22][26][27]. Therefore, the 2nd generation
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GUI-based testing is not fully meet the needs of the industry as a feasible test automation
technique.

2.1.3 3rd generation: Visual GUI testing
The 3rd generation GUI-based testing also called Visual GUI Testing (VGT) or

Image Recognition-based GUI Testing. The core technology of the 3rd generation is image
recognition which can interact and assert the correctness of systems behavior by validating
the pictorial GUI that presented on the user’s computer screen. The first VGT tools called
Triggers was introduced in the early 90s [28]. And then another tool called VisMap [29] was
developed in the later 90s which also supported image recognition automatic testing.
However, there was no hardware support to perform heavy image recognition algorithms
which result in the unusable in practice. [30][31] With the rapid development of technology,
it is no longer a challenge to perform the heavy image recognition algorithms by the support
of advanced hardware. However, the VGT is not mature enough to be used in industrial as a
newly technique. Thus, it also provides one of the motivation why we compare the second
and third generation of GUI-based testing tools.

There are many Visual GUI testing tools such as Jautomate [32], Sikuli [9] Unified
Functional Testing(UFT) [27], EggPlant [33] and Eyesel [34]. EyeSel is an image
recognition tool which has visual verification and it can locate and interact with the
components in SUT. It performs verification by visually comparing the expected result with
the actual one. EyeSel can locate and trigger components by using the image captured by any
screen grabbers. It is a simple API with only one library to include which is available for
Java and Python. In this thesis, we used EyeSel as a sample of the 3rd GUI-based generation
to compared with Selenium which represents the 2nd GUI-based generation tool. The
common feature for the 3rd generation tools is that they all use image recognition to drive the
test scripts which make them able to be used in a large number of GUI-based application,
regardless of operating system, implementation or even platform [5]. This technique only has
a limitation in the non-GUI systems such as back-end software or server.

The methods of VGT scripts are usually similar to the human interaction with the
SUT such as keyboard or mouse events. VGT tools use image recognition to assert the
behavior of SUT by the pictorial GUI. To a certain extent, the VGT tools stimulate the
human actors to validate the behavior of SUT. Besides, the VGT scripts are easy to learn, for
example, move in a specific component represented by a bitmap picture. Therefore, it can be
the benefit to the non-technical stakeholders to develop and understand the meaning of the
VGT scripts [30].

Figure 2.2 Visual GUI-based testing

There is an example of how the VGT script performs in SUT which is shown in
Figure 2.2. This example performs the same test component with the example presented in
2nd generation GUI-based testing. The button “Enter” can be found by the captured image
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“Enter”. We can clearly see the differences between these two different GUI-based
generations.

As we can see from the example, we can extract two separate steps for VGT. First,
capture the current GUI state as a bitmap. Second, search for the sought bitmap in the screen
by image recognition algorithm. If it finds a matched picture, it returns true and gets the
coordinates of the match. We can write the test script to have further actions to perform the
matched component e.g. click event, keyboard event. If there is no matched picture on the
screen, the scripts return fail or throw an exception.

Different VGT tools may use different image recognition algorithms to find matched
picture but many of the algorithms use the same comparison method --- similarity-based
match to determine find the picture or not. In other words, a “true” assertion does not require
the identified image is identical with the sought bitmap image. Normally, the percentile
margin would be set around 75 percent to counteract the small changes in GUI appearance
such as some small tint change of the bitmap image. This characteristic of VGT tools
improves the correctness of image recognition testing.

In conclusion, the 3rd GUI-based generation or the VGT technique uses the image
recognition to test the SUT’s behaviors by compared sought bitmap image with identified
image. This technique seems usable but the maturity of the technique has not been validated.
Therefore, this thesis aims to compare Eyesel (a sample of the 3rd GUI-based generation)
with Selenium (represent the 2nd GUI-based generation). To validate if VGT can solve some
limitations for 2nd GUI-based generation and evaluate whether VGT is feasible and
applicable to be applied in software industrial practice or not.

2.2 Related Work
The 3rd generation technique is a newly developed technique which lacks the

analysis and research. There are some papers have analyzed the 2nd generation techniques
and discussed its’ drawbacks and benefits. However, there are few papers are related to the
3rd generation techniques and with fewer papers compare the 2nd and 3rd generations. We
found several papers are related to the domain of our thesis and list some of the related
works below.

2.2.1 Comparison of 2nd and 3rd generation
Selay et al. [35] did a research on analyzing the ability of screenshot capturing

process for Selenium. They proposed that Selenium API supports the screenshot capturing
process which is similar to the 3rd generation of GUI-based testing. However, Selenium does
not address the problem of automated testing. Even though it can get the image automatically,
it still requires the testers to spend a large amount of time in understanding what the issues
are and evaluate the component in the image visually. Therefore, they proved that the second
generation of GUI-based testing has limitations in locating the components and the third
generation of GUI-based testing could solve these issues by image recognition. But this
research did not clarify the maturity of the third-generation tools and did not discuss the
feasibility of using these tools in the software industry in practice.

Leotta et al. [36] made an evaluation and a comparison between DOM-based
approaches (the 2nd GUI-based generation technique) and visual approach (the 3rd GUI-based
generation technique). They analyzed two specific tools -- Selenium and Sikuli. These two
different tools use different ways to locate the components. Sikuli uses visual approach while
Selenium adopts the DOM-based approach such as xpath, id which tightly rely on the
structure of HTML. The results indicate that DOM-based approach is more robust than
visual in normal cases. Besides, DOM-based approach performs better in the execution time
for the test script. However, the visual approach may be more suitable in some specific
situations. For instance, visual approach performs better under the circumstance that
components appearance is more stable than the HTML structure.
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Alegroth et al. [32] also did a research on comparing the second and third GUI-based
testing generations. They provided a table which contains several properties to check if the
properties are supported by the second or third generations techniques. We present the result
in table 2.1.

Table 2.1 Comparison of two generations [5]
Property 2nd Gen. 3rd Gen.
Independent of SUT (system under test) platform N Y
Independent of SUT programming language S Y
Non-intrusive test execution S Y
Emulates human user behavior N Y
Open-source tool alternatives Y Y
Supports manual test case automation Y Y
Supports testing of custom GUI components S Y
Supports bitmap-based assertions S Y
Supports testing of distributed systems S Y
Supports daily continuous integration Y Y
Robust to GUI layout change Y Y
Robust to system code change N Y
Robust to bitmap GUI component change Y N
Support script recording (as opposed to manual
scripting)

Y S

Script execution time independent of SUT performance N N
Replacement of other manual/automatic test practices N N
Table 1.1: “Y” indicates that the technique supports the property. “N” indicates that the property is not
supported by the technique. “S” indicates that some of the technique’s tools support the property but
most of them are not.

From the table, we can see that several properties are shared by these two generation
techniques. For example, these two generation techniques all support the robust to GUI
layout change. It is because the second-generation technique tools are interacting with the
internal working in the SUT. As for third generation technique tools, it can locate the
components and make an assertion only if the components are still displayed on the screen
after the change. However, the third-generation technique also supports the bitmap-based
assertions but most of the second technique’s tools lack this property. This finding is similar
to the Selay’s research which validates the shortcoming of second generations. Besides, only
second generation is robust to bitmap GUI component changes. Because the third-generation
tools care about the changes in the GUI appearance. If the appearance of the components is
not correct or clear, the test script should result in an error or throw an exception.

Alegroth et al. [32] also proposed that these two generation tools both cannot be
regarded as the replacements but as a supplement or assistant to manual testing. Because
human can use cognitive to determine the SUT is correct or not which cannot be achieved by
both generation technique tools.

Singh and Tarika [3] compared three GUI-based testing tools which are all open
source -- Selenium, Sikuli and Watir. This article provides testers an easy process of
selection and to save time in checking and installing each of the tools [37]. The study
indicated that these three tools can be differentiated on the basis of some characteristics. In
addition, the authors found out which tool can be optimum in general. This study did a
comparison based on some features which are recording capabilities, execution speed, scripts
generation(LOC), data driven testing and ease of learning. They defined 5 points (5, 4,3,2,1
as Excellent, Very Good, Fair, Bad, Very Bad respectively) for evaluating various factors
mentioned above. Finally, they proved that Selenium is good at recording capabilities, data
driven testing and ease of learning while Sikuli is good at graphical nature and execution
time.
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Alégroth et al. [38] did another research on evaluation of component-based testing
with visual GUI-based testing. In this article, they used GUITAR as their component-based
testing tool which is robust and executing fast, but it has limitations in Application Under
Test (AUT). Visual GUI is available for any GUI driven AUT but it executes slow and the
robustness in test execution is low [30]. Because these two testing techniques both has their
own benefits and drawbacks, the authors put forward the hypothesis that it is suitable to
combine these two techniques together in practice. To validate the hypothesis, they did an
experiment which applied GUITAR as the sample of component-based testing tools and
VGT GUITAR as the sample of Visual GUI-based testing tools to compare their fault-
finding ability and false result frequency. They conducted 18 mutation operators from the
concept of mutation testing to verify the techniques’ abilities. And the null hypotheses for
each operator was formulated regarding the expected outcome of two techniques. The result
[38] is the component-based technique is more suitable for system testing while VGT takes
more advantages in acceptance testing. They also did a case study in practice with the same
experiment subjects. The result shows that GUITAR is applicable but has challenges related
to interact with the appearance of GUI component. Further, VGT GUITAR is immaturity
and not applicable in practice [38]. In addition, this study implied that it is not enough to use
only one test method for quality assurance. Testers need to combine different tools or
techniques to test the system levels from component level to GUI level [17].

In other research, such as Leotta et al. [39]. They presented one tool called PESTO
to transform the Selenium test suite into a Sikuli API test suite automatically which proved
that the 3rd GUI-based testing can solve some limitation in 2nd GUI-based testing from
another perspective. They have the four contributions as follow: (1) They conducted a
technique which can create visual locators (e.g. image) automatically from the corresponding
DOM-based locators (e.g.xpath,ID) [39]. (2) A technique which can transform DOM-based
test suites automatically into Visual technology [39] (3) They choose PESTO as a tool to
implement transformation technique. (4) The evaluated the effectiveness (level of
automation) and correctness of PESTO, and the result shows that PESTO’s performance is
encouraged and the transformation technique is feasible in practice [39].

2.2.2 Summary of related work
From the limited number of comparison papers. We conclude that theses previous

works proved that:
(1) VGT uses image recognition to locate components which may suffer from

robustness problems.
(2) VGT is easy to locate component but the execution time is long.
(3) The component-based approach executes quickly and robustly.
(4) The component-based approach has limitations in locating some of the

components on the websites.
(5) The component-based approach is applicable for some specific system which

written in the specified programming language.
(6) These two generation techniques cannot be regarded as replacements but

supplements to manual testing.
(7) The component-based technique is good at recording capabilities, data driven

testing and ease of learning.
(8) VGT is good at graphical nature.

2.2.3 Gaps and motivation
In this thesis, we aim to compare 2nd generation technique and 3rd generation

technique with the representative tools Selenium and Eyesel. After reviewing all the related
work, we have a sufficient understanding of these two techniques and we analyzed some
gaps in this domain. There are four gaps and motivations of our research:
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 We find a limited number of papers on evaluating the development time of test script for
these two generations tools [36]. We assume the development time can indicate the
complexity of the tools so we would like to do a research on it.

 We realize that there is few research mention the types and the numbers of web
components can be tested by these two tools. These factors are important to judge the
drawbacks and benefits of these two tools when we focus on web GUI testing.

 Some of the papers indicate the test scripts execution time for the 2nd generation is
shorter than the 3rd generation. However, these papers lack a large number of
experimental data to support it. Therefore, we want to validate this point by a great deal
of experimental data supporting.

 The concept of the 3rd generation of GUI-based testing is just introduced in recent years
which means it is still immature. Therefore, we want to evaluate the benefits and
drawbacks of the 3rd generation by comparing with the 2nd generation of GUI-based
testing.
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3 METHODOLOGY
In this chapter, we will introduce the aim and methodology of our research. And

explain how we conduct our research method in detail.

3.1 Aim and Research Questions
Our research is aimed at evaluating the 2nd generation technique and the 3rd

generation of GUI-based testing by comparison of two GUI web testing tools ----Selenium
and EyeSel. We want to generate abundant test cases based on web components to get
effective results and provides reliable advice for testers to choose suitable tools of techniques
in some specific situations.

Nowadays, the testing capabilities of Selenium is limited where some components
like videos and images are not included. (e.g. “play” button in the video player) What’s more,
there are many web components which are hidden initial or wrapped in javascript and
plugins. And they are difficult to be found out by Selenium. Therefore, the first objective of
our research is to evaluate if EyeSel can solve some of the limitations associated with
Selenium in capabilities. However, EyeSel may also have some drawbacks in testing such as
time-consuming in test cases development and execution. It is difficult to directly determine
which tool is better than the other one. Hence, we have another two objectives: The second
objective is comparing EyeSel and Selenium with the development time of test scripts and
the third objective is comparing EyeSel and Selenium with execution time of test scripts. We
record the development time and execution time for each test script when testing web
components on diverse websites. In addition, the quality aspects of these two tools are also
important in web GUI testing. Therefore, the fourth objective is to compare the quality
characteristics of Selenium and EyeSel such as learnability by our experiment experience
and observation.

There are four formulated research questions which are based on our aim and
objectives. We focused on these four research questions when processing the experiment.
RQ1: Can EyeSel help the user test more numbers of components than Selenium?
RQ2: What are the costs associated with the development of EyeSel and Selenium test
scripts and how do they compare?
RQ3: What are the costs associated with the execution of EyeSel and Selenium test scripts
and how do they compare?
RQ4: What quality characteristics of Selenium and EyeSel influence the user’s experience
in web GUI testing?

3.2 Experiment
We select experiment methodology to answer the RQ1, RQ2, RQ3 and RQ4. In the

scientific method, experiments are used to arbitrate between hypotheses or competing
models [40]. Experiments are normally launched when we want to take control of the
situation and manipulate the situation precisely, directly and systematically [41]. There are
two kinds of experiments -- human-oriented and technology-oriented [41]. In human-
oriented experiments, human apply treatments to objects. On the other hand, technology-
oriented experiments mean typically different tools are applied to the objects. In our
experiments, we used technology-oriented experiments -- two different GUI-based testing
tools are applied to test web components in the same websites. The experiments data would
be collected and analyzed to check if our experiments support, validate or refute our
experiment hypothesis.

The reason why we didn’t select the survey to answer the research question is that
EyeSel is a newly developed tool. There are just a few people have used this tool around the
world. With fewer people have analyzed this tool. So, it is rather difficult to use the survey to
investigate people who have used EyeSel. Therefore, it is not suitable to use survey to
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answer the research question. As for the reason why we didn’t select the case study is that
there is no execution control for cases study [41], but in our study we can control Selenium
and EyeSel to perform different test cases. And our research is simple to replicate which
means the experiment are more suitable to answer the research questions.

3.2.1 Scoping
Scoping is the first step performed in the experiment. The purpose of this phase is to

define the objectives of the experiment. In this phase, the foundation of the experiment is
determined. A suitable experiment scope ensures the objectives can be achieved during the
experiment process [41]. In our particular case, the objective of the experiment is to evaluate
the benefits and drawbacks of two testing tools. The experiment is motivated by a need to
evaluate if EyeSel can solve some limitations associated with Selenium.

We used a goal definition template to clearly define the goal. By using this template,
we can ensure the significant aspects of the experiment are clearly defined before the
planning phase and execution phase [41]. The goal is defined as follows:

Analyze the Selenium test cases and EyeSel test cases
for the purpose of evaluation
with respect to their efficiency, effectiveness and quality characteristics can
influence the user experience when performing web GUI testing
from the point of view of the testers
in the context of test websites’ components by using two tools and compare these
tools.

Object of experiment. The objects of the experiment are the two GUI-based web testing
tools ---Selenium and EyeSel. Selenium is a sample tool of the 2nd generation of GUI-based
testing, EyeSel is a sample tool of the 3rd generation of GUI-based testing.
Purpose. The purpose of the experiment is to evaluate the benefit and drawbacks of 2nd and
3rd generation of GUI-based Testing with the representative tools Selenium and EyeSel.
Perspective. The perspective is from the point of view of testers. For instance, the testers
would like to know which tools to select in different situations when they perform the GUI-
based web testing.
Quality focus. The main quality focuses in the experiment are the effectiveness and
efficiency of two web testing tools. We evaluate the effectiveness of two testing tools by the
number of components that can be tested by them. Besides, we evaluate the efficiency of two
testing tools by the test scripts’ development time and execution time. In addition, we also
focus on other quality characteristics which can have the influence on the user experience
when performing web testing. These quality characteristics will be put forward and evaluated
by the experiment experience and experimenters’ observation.
Context. The experiment is run within the context of GUI-based testing. Moreover, the
experiment is conducted with 1000 test cases based on 50 diverse websites generated by
Selenium and EyeSel. (For each website, we conducted 10 test cases for Selenium and 10
test cases for EyeSel) Both of the tools tested the same 10 components on each website. The
test cases were run with Java as a mandatory programming language.

3.2.2 Experiment planning
After the scoping of the experiment, we need to make a plan about how to conduct an

experiment. Experiment planning is to control the experiment, the results can be wrong or
disturbed if the experiment is not planned properly [41]. The planning phase has 7 activities,
and the input to this phase is the experiment goal definition. Firstly, the context selection will
be executed which is to choose the environment for our experiment. Next, the hypothesis
should be formulated and variable selection of independent and dependent variable should be
executed. Then the selection of subjects is executed. The experiment design type is
determined according to the hypothesis and variables. Next, the instrumentation provides the
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practical implementation of the experiment. Finally, the validity evaluation is to check
whether the experiment has some threats or risks to influence the validity of experiment [41].

3.2.2.1 Context Selection
The context of the experiment is a master thesis course at the university. It is

conducted by two master students (normal students in their second year of master's degree at
BTH who have basic knowledge of Java and HTML programming language) since the
experiment is an off-line project which means our experiment is not a productive project. It
is a specific experiment because it focuses on the websites components testing by using two
testing tools. The experiment addresses some real problems, i.e. What situation is more
suitable for Selenium or EyeSel to be used for testing web components.

3.2.2.2 Hypothesis Formulation
Hypothesis testing is used to determine whether the evidence is enough in a sample

of data to infer a specific statement is true or not for the total population [41]. There are two
opposing hypotheses for the hypothesis testing. One is the null hypothesis which is a
statement of “no difference” or “no effect” normally. The other one is the alternative
hypothesis which is the statement that we want to prove it is true. In the hypothesis testing,
we will use a p-value to determine whether to reject the null hypothesis or not. We can reject
the null hypothesis if we find that the p-value is less than or equal to the significance level
we defined. Besides, we also should find enough data to support the alternative hypothesis.
Therefore, we can draw a dependable conclusion based on the hypothesis testing.

In our thesis, we are going to compare both effectiveness and efficiency for Selenium
and EyeSel by generating test cases for each web component. We use number of components
(NOC) to measure the effectiveness of two web testing tools in our experiment because we
find there are some limitations in the capability of Selenium. Besides, test cases development
time (DT) and execution time (ET) are taken as the measurement for measuring tools’
efficiency. All these measurements are related to our research questions.

Based on the chosen measurements (NOC, DT, ET), we conduct the hypothesis as
follows:

NOC:
Null hypothesis H0: There is no difference in number of components that can be

tested by Selenium and EyeSel.
Alternative hypothesis H1: There are differences in number of components that can be

tested by Selenium and EyeSel.
DT:
Null hypothesis H0: There is no difference in test cases development time between

Selenium and EyeSel.
Alternative hypothesis H1: There are differences in test cases development time between

Selenium and EyeSel.
ET:
Null hypothesis H0: There is no difference in test cases execution time between

Selenium and EyeSel.
Alternative hypothesis H1: There are differences in test cases execution time between

Selenium and EyeSel.

The measurements and hypothesis determine which types of statistics test should be
used in our experiment. The tool for the hypothesis testing is R-studio [42]. There are two
treatments (Eyesel and Selenium) for each measurement (number of components, execution
time and development time) that should be compared. At first, we used Shapiro-Wilk test by
R-studio to verify the measurements whether they obey the normal distribution or not. If they
obey the normal distribution, the paired t-test should be used. The paired t-test is a
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parametric test which is used to compare two independent samples. Besides, the design of
paired t-test should be one factor with two treatments [41]. On the other hand, if the
measurement is not distributed as normal, Wilcoxon signed-rank test [43] can be used
instead by R-studio to draw the conclusion. Wilcoxon signed-rank is a non-parametric
alternative to the paired t-test which usually to be used when the assumptions made by the
paired t-test are uncertain. If the p-value we get from the paired t-test or Wilcoxon signed-
rank test is higher than 0.05, we will accept the null hypotheses. Otherwise, we will reject
the null hypotheses.

If we want to conclude that EysSel can test more or less numbers of components
than Selenium, we should reject the null hypothesis of NOC. If H1 of NOC is accepted, we
should validate the result of NOC for EyeSel and Selenium to see which one can help testers
to find more number of web components in GUI web testing. For example, we plan to have
500 components to be tested from 50 different websites in our experiment. We assume that
the effectiveness of EyeSel is better than Selenium if 400 of them can be tested with
Selenium and 450 with EyeSel.

There are two measurements (DT & ET) for comparing the efficiency of Selenium
and EyeSel. Firstly, we should reject the null hypothesis of DT and ET if we want to
conclude that Selenium and EyeSel have differences in DT and ET. If H1 of DT and ET are
accepted, we should validate the result of DT and ET to measure the efficiency of Selenium
and EyeSel. As an example, if a test script in Selenium executes in 4 seconds and to be
developed in 5 minutes but it takes 10 seconds in execution and 10 minutes for development
in EyeSel, the efficiency in Selenium is better. However, if the situation is that one tool
executes quicker than the other but the one which is quicker takes a longer time to develop,
we will make a deep analysis in these two measurements when evaluating the efficiency of
Selenium and EyeSel. A Boundary value of measurements will be identified to determine
which tool’s efficiency is better under different circumstances.

3.2.2.3 Variables Selection
The independent variables are the variables that are changed in the experiment and

they have effects on the dependent variables [41]. In our experiment, the independent
variable is GUI-based web testing tool which has two different values in the experiment --
Selenium and EyeSel. The independent variables are also the treatments that we want to
analyze in the experiment.

Different treatments can bring various results of the experiment which are measured
by the dependent variables. The dependent variables are being tested and measured in the
experiment. In our experiment, the dependent variables are effectiveness and efficiency. The
effectiveness is measured by the number of components (NOC) can be tested by the specific
tool. The efficiency is measured by the execution time (ET) and development time (DT) of a
test script.

There are three main confounding factors in our experiment. The first main
confounding factor should be controlled in the experiment is that all the test scripts should be
developed and executed by the same computer. The second main confounding factor in the
experiment is the testers background experience of test scripts developing language(JAVA).
Therefore, we use pair-programming to control this factor in the experiment. The third main
confounding factor in the experiment is the speed of network or latency problem. This is the
confounding factor that we cannot control.

To have a better view of variables in the experiment, we summarized them in table
3.1.
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Table 3.1 Variables selection

Name Value Description

Independent
variables

GUI-based web
testing tool

Selenium The inspection objects are two
different GUI-based web testing tools

EyeSel

Dependent
variables

Effectiveness NOC The number of components can be
tested by each of the object (Selenium
and EyeSel).

Efficiency ET The execution time for a single test
script by each of the object (Selenium
and EyeSel).

DT The development time for a single test
script by each of the object (Selenium
and EyeSel).

Main
confounding
factor

Software and
Hardware control

The level of
performance

All the subjects (components in the
websites) should be tested in the same
level of software and hardware
performance.

Testers’
Background
experience
control

The level of
experience

All the subjects (components in the
websites) should be tested by pair-
programming

Network speed
control or latency
problem

The level of
performance

This confounding factor is hard to
control in the experiment. Although,
testing in local can mitigate the risk of
network latency problem, it is difficult
to move all the data of 50 websites to
the local since the data is too large and
complex.

3.2.2.4 Selection of Subjects
The design of an experiment links the study scope to analysis methods and indicates

the domain samples to be checked [41]. Two sampling methods are applied in this phase.
Firstly, we use systematic sampling [41] to find 50 diverse websites which have different
main color, layout, components number or types. Secondly, a simple random sampling
method is to be used to select components from each website for further testing. For each
website, 10 components are chosen randomly by a random number generator. And then we
find the related components on the websites by the random number. (i.e. If we got number 5,
we would type “Tab” button for 5 times from address bar to find the related component in
each website)

We conducted a standard to choose the 50 websites which are the subjects of our
experiment. There are six properties to judge the diversity of website and we evaluate the
score for each website property. The select properties are as follows: “Text”, “Image”,
“Hyperlink”, “Frame”, “Video/ Radio” and “Colorful”. Table 3.2 gives a detail description
of these six properties.
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Table 3.2 Description of six properties
Properties Name Description
Text The text on the websites which contains heading and paragraph.
Image The image on the websites
Hyperlink The hyperlinks can be a word, a phrase, a group of words, or an

image, Users can click on the hyperlink and jump to another
document.

Frame A frame is used to display a web page within a website
Video/Radio The video or radio player on the website
Colorful The number of colors used on the website

We count and record each property’s number for each website. To ensure the
diversity, the processes of subjects’ selection are dynamic. First, we select 30 websites as
sample data to have a general idea of the average level of property number for websites.
Second, we delete five websites from sample data because of the similarity of the property
number. For example, we find two websites -- “Google” and “Baidu” which have similar
property number and the functionality of the websites are similar. Therefore, we remove
“Google” from the sample website data. Third, we select the remaining website to the
sample data and keep the diversity standard in mind during the process. Fourth, the process
is iterative which contains websites property number checking, websites removing and
websites adding.

In addition, we draw a radar map for each website we selected so that we can
directly see the differences among these websites visually. We list six websites’ radar maps
as an example from our experiment which is shown as follow:

Figure 3.1 Figure 3.2

Figure 3.3 Figure 3.4
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Figure 3.5 Figure 3.6

From the figures, we can see that each property has a score from 0 to 10 points. We
set the rules in a table as follows:

Table 3.3 Rule for choosing diverse websites

Text: we check the website and search the HTML label by typing “<p>” or
“<h1~h6>” and add up the amounts. If the number of texts is below 15, we judge the
property as 1 point, and every 15 amounts promote one point, e.g. 16~30 is 2 points, 31~45
is 3 points. Additionally, if the number is over 150, no matter how much it is, we judge it as
10 points, e.g. 200 is 10 points and 250 is also 10 points. We set the 150 as the maximum
because we find that most of the data is from 0 to 150 based on the 30 sample websites. And
since we want to set the score from 0 to 10 points for each property, therefore 15 is the
interval for each point in the “Text” property.

Image: similar to the Text, we search the HTML label by typing “<img>” to get the
number. We set the 100 as the maximum and 10 as the interval for each point. For instance,
1~10 is 1 point, 11~20 is 2 points.

Hyperlink: we search the HTML label by typing “<a>” to get the number of the
hyperlink. Then we set the 800 as the maximum and 80 as the interval for each point.

Frame: we search the HTML label by typing “<iframe>” and “<frame>” to get the
number of the frame. Then we set the 10 as the maximum and 1 as the interval for each point.

Video/Radio: we search the HTML label by typing “<video>” and “<radio>”to get
the number of the video and radio. Then we set the 10 as the maximum and 1 as the interval
for each point.

Colorful: we judge it based on the background color of the website and the color of
each component. in other words, we count the number of kinds of color presented on the
website and set the score from 0 to 10 points for them.

Finally, we select 50 websites which are shown in Table 3.4. We elicit the visit date
for each website. Besides, we also present the result of six properties’ score for each website.
These selected websites are varying from each other which contains music, news, radio,
video, shopping, tourism, life, education, sports, blog, culture, art, food, technology,
government, business, game, housing and so on. Besides, the websites we selected came
from different countries and regions, e.g. Sweden, China, America, England, Holland, Italy,
Switzerland, Canada. We try our best to ensure the website diversity by the properties we
mentioned above. The diversity of the selected websites assures the accuracy and reliability
of the experiment data.

Property Scope Interval HTML label
Text 0~150 15 <p>, <h1~h6>
Image 0~100 10 <img>
Hyperlink 0~800 80 <a>
Frame 0~10 1 <iframe>, <frame>
Video/Radio 0~10 1 <video>, <radio>
Colorful 0~10 1 Number of colors
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Table 3.4 50 selection of websites
(No. = Number, T = Text, I = Image, H = Hyperlink, F = Frame, V&R = Video/ Radio, C = Colorful)
No Name URL T I H F V

&
R

C Date of
visiting

1 Baidu www.baidu.com 1 2 2 2 0 1 3/5/2017

2 Herrlich
media

https://herrlich.media/ 1 1 1 7 1 4 3/6/2017

3 Networked
Insights

http://www.networkedinsi
ghts.com/

3 2 1 3 0 4 3/8/2017

4 Nerval http://nerval.ch/ 4 3 1 5 0 3 3/9/2017

5 Rally
Interactive

http://rallyinteractive.com/ 2 1 1 3 0 2 3/10/2017

6 La
Moulade

http://lamoulade.com/#!/h
ome

1 2 1 0 0 7 4/4/2017

7 Unfold https://www.unfold.no/ 3 0 1 0 4 5 4/6/2017

8 DesignKitc
hen

http://www.designkitchen.
com/

2 0 1 0 1 6 3/30/2017

9 Youtube https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=k5Fwl3yu85M

3 9 5 4 1 4 3/30/2017

10 Amazon https://www.amazon.com/ 3 6 3 1 3 10 3/24/2017

11 BTH https://www.bth.se/ 4 1 2 3 2 7 3/26/2017

12 Awwwards https://www.awwwards.co
m/sites/neolab

1 1 1 0 0 3 4/5/2017

13 Douban https://movie.douban.com/ 5 8 7 5 0 5 4/7/2017

14 Rei http://blog.rei.com/ 2 3 2 3 0 2 4/8/2017

15 Truly-
design

http://truly-design.com/ 2 8 1 1 0 5 4/7/2017

16 Blocklevel https://www.blocklevel.nl/ 8 6 4 0 0 9 4/8/2017

17 Loisjeans http://www.loisjeans.com/
web2013/en

2 7 2 0 4 10 4/9/2017

18 Woodwork http://woodwork.nl/ 2 3 1 0 0 9 4/11/2017

19 BBC http://www.bbc.com/ 8 4 5 10 1 7 4/10/2017

20 Badrfood http://badrfood.com/home 1 5 1 0 0 4 4/10/2017

21 Douyu https://www.douyu.com/di
rectory/all

10 10 4 0 0 5 4/12/2017

22 Karlskrona
hem

http://www.karlskronahem
.se/#prettyPhoto

2 2 1 0 0 3 4/13/2017

23 Webey http://webey.eu/ 3 7 1 2 0 3 4/12/2017

24 Poncho8 https://poncho8.com/ 1 3 1 1 0 6 4/13/2017

25 Apple https://www.apple.com/ 1 0 2 0 0 3 4/14/2017

http://www.baidu.com
https://herrlich.media/
http://www.networkedinsights.com/
http://www.networkedinsights.com/
http://nerval.ch/
http://rallyinteractive.com/
http://lamoulade.com/
http://lamoulade.com/
https://www.unfold.no/
http://www.designkitchen.com/
http://www.designkitchen.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k5Fwl3yu85M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k5Fwl3yu85M
https://www.amazon.com/
https://www.bth.se/
https://www.awwwards.com/sites/neolab
https://www.awwwards.com/sites/neolab
https://movie.douban.com/
http://blog.rei.com/
http://truly-design.com/
https://www.blocklevel.nl/
http://www.loisjeans.com/web2013/en
http://www.loisjeans.com/web2013/en
http://woodwork.nl/
http://www.bbc.com/
http://badrfood.com/home
https://www.douyu.com/directory/all
https://www.douyu.com/directory/all
http://www.karlskronahem.se/
http://www.karlskronahem.se/
http://webey.eu/
https://poncho8.com/
https://www.apple.com/
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26 Taobao https://world.taobao.com/ 10 10 10 2 0 7 4/15/2017

27 Yahoo https://se.yahoo.com/ 5 5 3 10 0 4 4/16/2017

28 Goldinterac
tive

https://www.goldinteractiv
e.ch/

1 0 1 0 0 5 4/15/2017

29 Chinanews http://www.chinanews.co
m/

4 10 10 9 10 4 4/17/2017

30 Rockwerch
ter

http://www.rockwerchter.
be/nl

3 2 2 5 1 10 4/17/2017

31 Microsoft https://www.microsoft.co
m/en-us/

3 2 2 7 0 4 4/16/2017

32 Time http://time.com/ 10 9 4 10 0 4 4/18/2017

33 Leoburnett http://leoburnett.ca/ 2 2 2 4 0 3 4/18/2017

34 Excite http://www.excite.co.jp/w
orld/chinese/

2 7 3 10 0 3 4/19/2017

35 CBP https://www.cbp.gov/news
room/video-gallery

8 4 3 0 1 5 4/19/2017

36 Sojump http://www.sojump.com/w
jx/voteind.aspx

1 5 2 3 0 3 4/19/2017

37 Diaocha http://www.1diaocha.com/ 3 4 3 0 0 6 4/20/2017

38 MP3 http://mp3.com 4 3 2 9 1 3 4/20/2017

39 Canada https://www.canada.ca/fr.
HTML

5 2 4 1 0 3 4/20/2017

40 Pizzahut https://www.pizzahut.com
/#/home

3 2 2 6 0 5 4/20/2017

41 Dnvod http://www.dnvod.eu/ 1 10 6 3 1 8 4/20/2017

42 Jiayuan http://www.jiayuan.com/ 6 10 7 3 0 9 4/20/2017

43 Facebook https://www.facebook.co
m/

2 10 5 0 0 5 4/21/2017

44 Hoophall http://www.hoophall.com/ 3 8 5 0 2 5 4/21/2017

45 Aol https://www.aol.com/ 10 10 10 10 3 9 4/20/2017

46 Guinness
world

http://www.guinnessworld
records.com/

6 8 3 3 0 6 4/20/2017

47 Sverigesrad
io

http://sverigesradio.se/ 4 6 3 0 10 3 4/21/2017

48 QQmail https://mail.qq.com/cgi-
bin/frame_HTML?sid=J0
EuXewK_pBpOxJK&r=0
25128b174b5db5d79676d
4a6dd3f8e9

0 1 1 6 0 2 4/21/2017

49 Meihua http://www.meihua.info 1 4 3 0 0 5 4/22/2017

50 LOL http://lol.qq.com/v2/ 3 6 3 0 4 7 4/22/2017

https://world.taobao.com/
https://se.yahoo.com/
https://www.goldinteractive.ch/
https://www.goldinteractive.ch/
http://www.chinanews.com/
http://www.chinanews.com/
http://www.rockwerchter.be/nl
http://www.rockwerchter.be/nl
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/
http://time.com/
http://leoburnett.ca/
http://www.excite.co.jp/world/chinese/
http://www.excite.co.jp/world/chinese/
https://www.cbp.gov/newsroom/video-gallery
https://www.cbp.gov/newsroom/video-gallery
http://www.sojump.com/wjx/voteind.aspx
http://www.sojump.com/wjx/voteind.aspx
http://www.1diaocha.com/
http://mp3.com
https://www.canada.ca/fr.html
https://www.canada.ca/fr.html
https://www.pizzahut.com/
https://www.pizzahut.com/
http://www.dnvod.eu/
http://www.jiayuan.com/
https://www.facebook.com/
https://www.facebook.com/
http://www.hoophall.com/
https://www.aol.com/
http://www.guinnessworldrecords.com/
http://www.guinnessworldrecords.com/
http://sverigesradio.se/
https://mail.qq.com/cgi-bin/frame_html?sid=J0EuXewK_pBpOxJK&r=025128b174b5db5d79676d4a6dd3f8e9
https://mail.qq.com/cgi-bin/frame_html?sid=J0EuXewK_pBpOxJK&r=025128b174b5db5d79676d4a6dd3f8e9
https://mail.qq.com/cgi-bin/frame_html?sid=J0EuXewK_pBpOxJK&r=025128b174b5db5d79676d4a6dd3f8e9
https://mail.qq.com/cgi-bin/frame_html?sid=J0EuXewK_pBpOxJK&r=025128b174b5db5d79676d4a6dd3f8e9
https://mail.qq.com/cgi-bin/frame_html?sid=J0EuXewK_pBpOxJK&r=025128b174b5db5d79676d4a6dd3f8e9
http://www.meihua.info
http://lol.qq.com/v2/
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3.2.2.5 Experiment Design Type
In order to draw a meaningful conclusion, we apply the statistical analysis on the

data to evaluate the significant differences between two testing tools. The general design
principles are randomization, blocking and balancing [41]. In our experiment, we made the
design as randomization, blocking and balancing.

Randomization. Randomization is used to meet the requirement that statistical
methods require the observations which are from random variables [41]. In this experiment,
the components for testing are all randomly selected which can cover the components on the
websites to the greatest degree. In addition, we don’t want to miss any types of components
to evaluate the effectiveness of two tools. Therefore, we found 50 diverse websites and
selected 10 random components from each website for testing.

Blocking. Blocking is used to systematically remove the undesired effect in the
comparison [41]. In this experiment, we tested all the test cases on one computer, because
the system performance and environment of the different computer may cause the influence
on the execution time of test cases. Therefore, it can remove the hardware influence in the
comparison. Besides, we remove the data of failed test cases’ execution time from the data
set. Because the execution time for the failed test cases is extremely long which should not
be considered in the execution time comparison.

Balancing. It is preferable to have balanced data set in the experiment because it can
not only simplify but also strengthens the statistical analysis of data [41]. In this experiment,
since we have paired t-test or Wilcoxon signed-rank test in hypothesis testing, we need to
have the same number of subjects. We designed 10 test cases by Selenium and 10 test cases
by EyeSel for each website so that it can have the same number of data for each treatment
(Selenium and EyeSel).

3.2.2.6 Instrumentation
There are three types of instrumentation for an experiment which are objects,

guidelines and measurements instruments [12]. The objects in the experiment are Selenium
and EyeSel. The guidelines provided by Selenium and EyeSel API. The measurements
are provided by Eclipse and JUnit. We used Eclipse to create test cases. We used stopwatch
to record the development time for each test cases and the development time includes the
coding and debugging time so that we can know whether the test cases can be run
successfully to find the components or not. We exclude some subjective factors such as time
for toilet or eating during the development of test cases. Eclipses and JUnit can record the
execution time for each test case. We used JUnit for system testing. It was used as a test
framework to create assertion-based test cases that were driven by Selenium and EyeSel
functionality. Hence, the visual or property-based assertions were fed to the JUnit test cases
that asserted the correctness of the results provided by the two tools. Besides, it breaks code
into several pieces and tests each piece separately in a low level of the system. Therefore, we
can determine each test case executes successfully or not by JUnit.

Overall, the JUnit assertions or methods used in the experiment are assertEquals()
and assertNotEqulas(). These two JUnit assertions are related to our experiment and we can
use these two methods to assert two objects are equal or not. In other words, these two
assertion methods can determine the results provided by the two tools are correct or not.
These two methods are explained in table 3.5.
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Table 3.5 JUnit methods[44]
Method name Method Detail Description
assertEquals public static void

assertEquals
(java.lang.Object expected,
java.lang.Object actual)

Asserts that two objects are equal. If these
two objects are not equal, an
AssertionError is thrown. If expected
value and actual value are null, they are
considered as equal.

assertNotEqulas public static void
assertNotEquals
(java.lang.Object
notexpected,
java.lang.Object actual).

Asserts that two objects are not equal. If
these two objects are equal, an
AssertionError is thrown. If notexpected
value and actual value are null, they are
considered as equal.

The objects of Selenium and EyeSel used in the JUnit assertion are different. The
objects of EyeSel used for JUnit assertion should be the image because EyeSel is an image
recognition-based testing tool. Therefore, the test commands could be AssertNotEquals(null,
match) which means if the component is found on the websites, the JUnit assertion will
return true. Otherwise, it throws an AssertionError. As for Selenium, the objects of Selenium
used for JUnit assertion could be URL, the attribute of components (e.g. text, class name)
because Selenium is a property-based testing tool. Therefore, the test commands could be
AssertEquals(“expected text”, “actual text”) which means if the “actual text” is same as the
“expected text”, the JUnit assertion returns true. Otherwise, it throws an AssertionError.

3.2.2.7 Validity Evaluation
We will evaluate the validity threats to make sure our outcomes are convincing. We

will have four levels to consider: internal validity, external validity, conclusion validity and
construct validity [12]. The internal validity is concerned with the issues that may affect the
independent variable related to causal relationship, and there is no matter with the
knowledge of researchers. The external validity is concerned with the limitation of
generalizing the experiment result to other environments such as industrial practice.
Conclusion validity is the issues that limit to have the proper statistical analysis and correct
conclusion between results and treatments. Construct validity is concerned with the
generalization of the results of the experiment to concept and theory behind the experiment.
In the following part, we will clarify these four levels which contain the validity(V) and
Strategy(S).
(1) Internal validity:
V1: Design of the test scripts may not be appropriate for the selected components.
S1: We search on the websites or literature papers to find an appropriate method for testing
the selected components in order to ensure the correctness of test scripts designing.
(2) External validity.
V2: The websites we selected are not enough, the 50 websites may not cover all the types of
web components.
S2: We targeted websites with diverse domains and styles. Besides, we define six properties
of websites --“Text”, “Image”, “Hyperlink”, “Frame”, “Video/ Radio” and “Colorful” and
we pick out 50 websites that are quite different in the aspect of these six properties.
V3: The websites may have some updates with the time goes by, which means the
components of websites will change at any time.
S3: We record the test date when we test a specific website. It is possible that some of the
test cases may not be replicated because of the website updating.
V4: The experiment has the limitation in location variation. Some specific location may
have no access to the specific websites. For example, we have no access to Facebook when
we are in China.
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S4: We conduct the experiment in the same location all the time (in Sweden) to eliminate the
problems of location variation.
(3) Conclusion validity.
V5: We may miss some critical testing information during the experiment.
S5: We keep writing a test diary every day which include what websites we test, what
component we selected, test date, development time and test script run time. If we find some
components that cannot be tested by Selenium or EyeSel, we also record the component type
and try to explain the reason why it cannot be tested.
V6: The experience and background of knowledge of researchers may affect the ability to
draw an accuracy conclusion.
S6: We conduct the conclusion together and peer-reviewed by each other. We learn the new
knowledge together when we have some common problems during testing and analysis.
(4) Construct validity.
V7: We may likely to do the experiment based on the hypotheses that we guess.
S7: We strictly abide by the principle of randomization to select the component and record
each set of the data from the experiment clearly and precisely. All the data should be
collected from the stringent control of the experiment rather than personal hypothesis
guessing.

3.2.3 Operation
The third phase of experiment is operation which consists of (1) preparation, (2)

execution, and (3) data validation

3.2.3.1 Preparation
Before executing the actual experiment. we have to make some preparation before it.

The first step is to select the subjects of experiment which we have introduced in the Section
3.2.2.4. The second step is to prepare the experiment material such as the experiment tools
and technique. The third step is to do a pilot study of the experiment.

Tools and techniques introduction:
(1) Eclipse
Eclipse platform is used to build and deploy client applications for most of the data

manipulation which is done by the client application instead of server [45].We used Eclipse
to create test cases based on Java. We built a project which includes 50 classes for each
website and import Selenium as well as EyeSel jar files into the project.

(2) JUnit
JUnit [46] is an open source framework which enables us to create repeatable tests.

It is mainly used for Java developers that aim to break code into several pieces and test each
piece separately in a low level of system. We used JUnit to run our test scripts and recorded
the data -- test cases’ execution time in the experiment. We used JUnit assertions which we
mentioned in 3.2.2.6 to determine the test cases run successful or unsuccessful.

(3) EyeCapture
EyeCapture [47] is a free tool that developed by EyeSel itself. We used it to quickly

capture images on the screen for EyeSel. It supports us to save the image as a png format.
(4) Import referenced libraries
We imported four jar files as our referenced libraries.
1. selenium-server-standalone-3.0.1.jar
We used some classes such as selenium.By, selenium.WebDriver,

selenium.chrome.ChromeDriver, selenium.interactions.Actions and selenium.js from this
library.

2. JUnit-4.12.jar
We used some classes such as JUnit.Assert.assertNotEquals,

JUnit.Assert.assertEquals and JUnit.Test from this library.
3. eyesel.jar
We used some classes such as eyesel.Eye and eyesel.Match from this library.
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4. client-combined-3.1.0-nodeps.jar. It is a package downloaded with Selenium after
extracting.

(5) Development language
Java is the development language we selected for the experiment. The reasons are as

follows: Selenium supports most of the programming language such as Ruby, Java, C-sharp,
Python and JavaScript. Meanwhile, Java is the only language supported by EyeSel [48] and
it can be used on any system supports Java. The fact is that EyeSel does not depend on any
third-party libraries which mean it can work as long as it is supported by Java. Besides, we
have development experience in Java project. Therefore, our development language is Java.

After preparing the experiment material successfully. A training which is also a pilot
study for us is required in the preparation steps to confirm experimental scenario and
mitigate the influence of subjective factors such as the development time for test cases. We
selected 5 new websites for three-weeks training and selected random components from the
websites. Then we measured the dependent variables to show the results to an external expert
who has several years of research experience with Visual GUI testing. The expert would
verify the results to see whether we performed it correctly or not. We would correct the
procedure once we did anything incorrectly. In the training, we studied related literature and
searched on the Internet if we meet some problems during generating the test cases. In this
way, we are able to test the normal components on the websites. After that, we would
perform the 50 selected websites to be tested in the experiment.

3.2.3.2 Execution
(1) Experiment Hardware and Software Environment Configuration
Hardware Environment:
1. CPU: Intel Core i5
2. Memory: 8 GB
3. Hard disk: 256 GB Solid State Disk
4. The basic input and output devices
Software Environment:
1. Operating System: macOS Sierra version: 10.12.4
2. Experiment develop tools: JavaEE Eclipse Version: Neon.2 Release (4.6.2)
3. Web driver: Chrome web driver
(2) Experiment Process

In experiment execution phase, we performed the test cases to check the components
on the website can be tested by these two tools or not. There are totally 1000 test cases to be
performed in the experiment which can ensure our results are validity.

Each test case we develop is small, modular and without coupling to any other tests
that make it possible to run it in any order to test the functional behavior and visual
appearance of the target SUTs (websites). This design is common in practice to support test
case prioritization and execution in continuous development environments, such as for
continuous integration [49].

We present 20 test cases code for one website in the Appendix part. In the following
part, there are four screenshots which can show how we build Selenium and EyeSel test
cases. We present both normal test cases and special test cases based on two specific
components. There are two pairs screen-shots shown as follows:
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Figure 3.7 Normal Selenium test case

This is an example of normal Selenium test which is to test an image button on the
website. First, it finds the component by xpath after the driver is started. Second, it clicks on
the component to jump to another page. Third, it checks the result to find out whether the
expected component is shown on the web browser or not. Finally, JUnit test returns success
if the expected component can be found by xpath. Otherwise, JUnit test returns failure.

Figure 3.8 Normal EyeSel test case

This is an example of normal EyeSel test which tests the same components as the
Selenium example in Figure 3.7. First, EyeSel finds the target component by target image –
“neo.png” after the driver is started. Second, it moves the mouse to the center location of the
target component and clicks on it. Third, it checks the result (expected component) by
finding the expected image “yz2.png” on the websites. Finally, JUnit test returns success if
the expected image can be found by xpath. Otherwise, JUnit test returns failure.
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Figure 3.9 Special Selenium test case

This is an example of special Selenium test case which is to test a component in the
sub-drop-down list. First, the driver is started. Second, Selenium finds the drop-down list by
xpath and assert whether it is displayed or not. Third, Selenium clicks the drop-down list
button to show the sub-list. Fourth, it clicks the sub-drop-down list in the drop-down list and
also checks whether it is displayed or not. Fifth, Selenium use javascriptExecutor to scroll
into the view of the component in the sub-drop-down list. Sixth, Selenium waits until the
component is clickable and then clicks the component. Finally, it checks the result – present
URL with the expected URL. JUnit test returns success if the present URL is the same as
expected URL. Otherwise, JUnit test returns failure.

Figure 3.10 Special EyeSel test case
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This is an example of special EyeSel test script which tests the same component as
the Selenium example in Figure 3.9. First of all, the driver is started. Secondly, it finds and
locates the image “menu.png” to active the drop-down list. Thirdly, EyeSel locates the
component “home” in the drop-down list by finding the bitmap image “home.png”. Finally,
EyeSel validates the result by checking the bitmap image “Foronaut.png”. JUnit test returns
success if the validate image is found. Otherwise, JUnit test returns failure.
(3) Experiment Data Collection

We keep a diary every day to record the test script development and execution time
by using Microsoft Word. We use table as the recording form to collect experiment data.
Besides, the detail reason for a failure or error is recorded for each failed test case. Therefore,
it is convenient to perform the data analysis by classifying the reason why the test scripts get
a failure or an error.

3.2.3.3 Data Validation
We collected data from 1000 test cases’ results based on 50 websites. After

reviewing all the test scripts we generated, they all meet our standard which means no test
case should be removed from our experiment. When we analyzed the average execution time
for all test scripts, we did not take failed test cases into account. It is because the failure
execution time is extremely long and has no sense of comparison. Therefore, our experiment
focus on the successful test scripts’ execution time. However, we took the failed test scripts
development time into account when counting the average development time for a single test
script because the whole experiment is performed under the experience of two testers who
have basic knowledge of Java and HTML programming language so that we may need more
time to overcome the problems. We also used the method of repetitive experimental to
validate and ensure the accuracy of the collected data.

3.2.4 Analysis and Interpretation
After validating the collected data, we should analyze and interpret them. The

experiment data from the operation is input to the analysis and interpretation. We want to
formulate the conclusions based on our collected data in the operation phase. And we have to
interpret the experiment data to formulate valid conclusions.

The data is characterized by using descriptive statistics which deal with the
presentation and numerical processing of a data set. We used descriptive statistics to describe
and present different aspects of the data. The goal of descriptive statistics is to get a
conclusion about the meaningful of the data set distribution [40]. Validated data will be
tabulated, depicted and described. Besides, descriptive statistics method is used to compare
the data difference between these two tools. Finally, a qualitative and quantitative analysis
will be applied to get the result. The qualitative analysis is that we would analyze the results
collected, break them down into pieces and group supporting evidence to be able to
synthesize and extract general problems that a user of Selenium or EyeSel is likely to
encounter. Therefore, we will use quantitative analysis to discuss testing tools’ effectiveness
and efficiency according to the data (NOC, ET, DT etc.) we collect. In addition, we also use
qualitative analysis based on our own observation during testing. We will put forward and
analyze two tools’ quality characteristics which can have influence on the user experience.
Then we will compare these quality characteristics between Selenium and EyeSel based on
the experience and observation when we generated and executed the test cases in the
experiment.
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4 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this chapter, we firstly use quantitative analysis and hypothesis testing to analyze

the experiment data set. Secondly, we use qualitative analysis to analyze the characteristics
of Selenium and EyeSel based on our own observation during experiment. Additionally, we
present the lesson learned from the experiment in the end of the chapter.

4.1 Quantitative results and analysis
Quantitative analysis is the use of mathematical models to analyze data with the

intent of understanding a condition [50]. We used quantitative analysis to predict the
performance of two testing tools based on experiment data we collected. In the following
part, there are a number of tables and figures to be presented which may help to get a general
view of experiment data set.

4.1.1 Number of components can be tested
Table 4.1 shows the number of components (NOC) that can be tested by Selenium

and EyeSel. Both Selenium and EyeSel conduct 10 test cases for each website, and we
record the number of successful test cases for these two tools. We also record the data of
visiting the websites since the websites are changing frequently with time goes by.

Table 4.1 Number of components (No.= number; NOC = number of components)
No. Name Date of visiting NOC by Selenium NOC by EyeSel
1 Baidu 3/5/2017 10 10

2 Herrlich media 3/15/2017 10 9

3 Networked Insights 4/5/2017 7 10

4 Nerval 4/1/2017 9 10

5 Rally Interactive 4/2/2017 7 10

6 La Moulade 4/4/2017 10 10

7 Unfold 4/6/2017 10 10

8 DesignKitchen 3/30/2017 9 9

9 Youtube 3/30/2017 7 9

10 Amazon 3/24/2017 10 10

11 BTH 3/26/2017 10 9

12 Awwwards 4/5/2017 10 10

13 Douban 4/7/2017 10 10

14 Rei 4/8/2017 10 10

15 Truly-design 4/7/2017 7 10

16 Blocklevel 4/8/2017 9 8

17 Loisjeans 4/9/2017 10 9

18 Woodwork 4/11/2017 7 7
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19 BBC 4/10/2017 10 10

20 Badrfood 4/10/2017 9 8

21 Douyu 4/12/2017 10 10

22 Karlskronahem 4/13/2017 10 10

23 Webey 4/12/2017 10 10

24 Poncho8 4/13/2017 9 10

25 Apple 4/14/2017 9 10

26 Taobao 4/15/2017 9 10

27 Yahoo 4/16/2017 8 10

28 Goldinteractive 4/15/2017 10 10

29 Chinanews 4/17/2017 10 10

30 Rockwerchter 4/17/2017 10 10

31 Microsoft 4/16/2017 10 9

32 Time 4/18/2017 10 10

33 Leoburnett 4/18/2017 9 10

34 Excite 4/19/2017 9 10

35 CBP 4/19/2017 10 10

36 Sojump 4/19/2017 10 10

37 Diaocha 4/20/2017 10 10

38 MP3 4/20/2017 10 10

39 Canada 4/20/2017 10 10

40 Pizzahut 4/20/2017 10 10

41 Dnvod 4/20/2017 8 10

42 Jiayuan 4/20/2017 10 9

43 Facebook 4/21/2017 10 10

44 Hoophall 4/21/2017 9 10

45 Aol 4/20/2017 8 10

46 Guinnessworld 4/20/2017 10 9

47 Sverigesradio 4/21/2017 10 10

48 QQmail 4/21/2017 9 10

49 Meihua 4/22/2017 10 10

50 LOL 4/22/2017 8 10
Sum of NOC: 466 485
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From the table 4.1, it can be seen that most of the components can be tested by
Selenium and EyeSel. There are totally 466 successful test scripts for Selenium while 485
successful test scripts for EyeSel. For a single website, it is EyeSel which performed more
successful test scripts than Selenium. But there are some exceptions, take website
“Badrfood” as an example, Selenium got 9 successful test cases in this single website,
EyeSel performs not as good as Selenium which got 8 successful test cases.

The result of the number of components can be tested by these two tools for each
website can be seen more directly by providing the line chart in Figure 4.1 as follows:

Figure 4.1 Number of component

After analyzing the number of components can be tested by Selenium and EyeSel.
For deeper analysis, we want to record the types of the components which cannot be tested
by Selenium or EyeSel and classify them into several types. In the following part, we will
analyze the types of components that cannot be tested by these two tools.

Firstly, we want to make an analysis of failed components cannot be tested by
Selenium which is shown in Figure 4.2. From the pie diagram, we can see that there are
totally 34 components cannot be tested by Selenium. Five types are identified for this group -
- components in the java applet (9%), HTML5 components (26%), components in the plug-
in (24%), components have “hide” attribute (15%) and others (26%). A further analysis of
these five types will be presented as follows.

Figure 4.2 Failed component type tested by Selenium
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The first type is the components in a Java Applet. Java Applet is a small application
program written in Java. They can be embedded directly into the websites and produce some
special effects. In the Java applet, it can implement graphical drawing, font and color control,
animation and sound insertion, human-computer interaction and network communication.
The Java Applet also provides a window environment development tool called the Abstract
Window Toolkit (AWT). AWT uses the GUI components of the user's computer to create
standard graphical user interfaces, such as Windows, buttons, scrollbars, and so forth.
However, Selenium cannot locate the components inside the Java Applet since Selenium
cannot test native code. However, Java Applet is written by native code. In our experiment,
we found one website called “Yahoo” (recorded as the NO.27 website in Table 4.1) which
has some applets on the website. There are some solutions about it, but all of them can be
solved by connecting with other techniques such as Fixtures for Easy Software Testing
(FEST) rather than using Selenium’s own IDE to interact with applets.

The second type is the components in HTML5. HTML5 is the core of world web
language which will become the new standard for HTML, XHTML and HTML DOM.
HTML5 is not perfect which still needs improvement. However, most of modern browsers
have supported the technique of HTML5. There are some new features for HTML5 such as
canvas component which is for painting, video and audio component which is for media
playback. Nevertheless, we find that Selenium does not support several HTML5 components.
On the website “Youtube” (recorded as the NO.9 in Table 4.1), there is a video component
on this website and the play button or the pause button cannot be checked. Therefore, there is
no approach to locate the component by HTML code. However, we can use the javascript
class “JavascriptExecutor”[4] to test the functionality of video in HTML5. It is because the
“JavascriptExecutor” call the function of play () or pause () to manipulate the play or pause
function of video. The main focus of our thesis is GUI-based testing, however
“JavascriptExecutor” calls the functions directly which indicates that it cannot test the actual
components (such as “play” button) on the websites. Therefore, we conclude that Selenium
does not support the video components of HTML5. On the website “rallyinteractive”
(recorded as NO.5), there is a canvas component on this website, Selenium does not support
testing components inside the canvas because only the whole canvas can be checked for
HTML code but it not works for components inside canvas. We can use the function
“action.moveToElement(toElement,xOffset,yOffset)” [4] to locate the components inside
canvas. However, the operability of this function is not strong because it is really hard to
identify the xOffset and yOffset without the help of some visual verification tools. Besides,
the components inside the canvas could change dynamically which totally rejected the
feasibility of this method. Therefore, Selenium does not support testing the components in
the canvas. As for components in audio, they are similar to the components in video. All in
all, Selenium does not support the newly-feature components in HTML5 such as video, radio
and canvas.

The third type is the components in the plugin. The plugin is different from Java
applet since it adds functions to the current program while Java applet runs an independent
program. In this experiment, we found that some components in the Carousel Slider are
unable to locate because Carousel Slider is a WordPress Plugin which can create highly
customizable, stylish responsive carousel slider such as image carousel or video carousel.
We found the image carousel components on the website “Woodwork” (recorded as the
NO.18 website in Table 4.1) and “Networked Insights” (recorded as the NO.3 website in
Table 4.1). Take the Woodwork as an example, the carousel has 21 items. If we want to test
the 21st item, we need to move the mouse firstly to display the item and then Selenium can
click on it. However, the problem is that if we once move the mouse, the carousel is always
moving so that Selenium cannot click on the right place to locate the right component.

The fourth type is that the components have hidden attribute. We found that some
components are designed as hidden components by developers. We need to move the mouse
into a specific place to make the components become visible at that point. Or we can use
JavaScript code to remove the attribute of hidden so that the component will always be
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visible. Otherwise, Selenium cannot find the component since it is not visible. In our
experiment, we found some components on the website “Taobao” (recorded as the NO.26 in
Table 4.1) and “Apple” (recorded as the NO.25 in Table 4.1). Take “Apple” as an example, a
“next” button is hidden initially. If we want to locate this button, we need to move the mouse
into a specific place to make the component become visible. It is failed to find the specific
place by moving mouse after several attempts so that we cannot locate the component
properly. Finally, we used JavaScript to remove the “hidden” attribute for the components
and get a successful test case. However, since we tampered the component’s HTML code,
we assume that it is still the problem of Selenium.

The fifth type is others for the components which have a complex structure and they
are difficult to classify into any of types above. Their common exception for this group is
“NoSuchelement”. Take website “LOL” (recorded as the NO.50 in Table 4.1) as an example.
The label of the testing component is “herf” and it is wrapped in label “li”, “ul” and some
other labels. We have used the method hierarchical positioning to locate the component but it
does not work. We assume that the structure is so complex that results in the failure of test
scripts. In other words, Selenium may have difficulty in locating these components. Some
other examples are the components cannot be checked by HTML code such as one
component on the website “QQmail” (recorded as NO.48 in Table 4.1). Besides, we confirm
that these components are not HTML5 components according to the labels. Therefore, we
classify these components into “others” type which throw the same exception
“NoSuchElement”. The detail description for these 9 components in the “other” type is
presented in table 4.2.

Table 4.2 Description for other type components
No. Website Label attribute Description
1. LOL Href The component is a special image href button which

is wrapped in label “li” and “ui” and other complex
structure.

2. Dnvod Button The component is a special button in the video
player which is not a HTML5 components.

3. Networkedinsights Button The component is a special navigation button in a
slide.

4. Nerval Form The component is a special button which is
wrapped in label “frame” and the component is
covered by other components.

5. Poncho8 Unknow The component is a special button in a map that
cannot be checked by HTML code, there is no
information we can get related to the component
internal workings.

6. Leoburnett Unknow The component is a select box that cannot be
checked by HTML code, there is no information we
can get related to the component internal workings.

7. QQmail Unknow The component is a special button in the dropdown
list that cannot be checked by HTML code, there is
no information we can get related to the component
internal workings.

8 Dnvod Unknow The component is a button in a pop-up window that
cannot be checked, there is no information we can
get related to the component internal workings.

9 Lamoulade Unknow The component is a special icon. If the user move
the mouse into it, the icon will change dynamically.
But this component cannot be checked, there is no
information we can get related to the component
internal workings.

Secondly, we want to make an analysis of failed components cannot be tested by
EyeSel which are shown in Figure 4.3. From the pie diagram, we can see that there are
totally 15 components cannot be tested by EyeSel. Five types are identified for this group --
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dynamic image components (27%), the components’ main color are similar to the
background color (27%), components’ size are too big or small (20%), components have
“hide” attribute (13%) and multiple similar or equal images on the website (13%). A further
analysis of these five types will be presented as follows.

Figure 4.3 Failed components type tested by EyeSel

The first type is that the components are dynamic images on the websites. When we
used EyeSel to capture the component as an image, it will become a static image saved to the
local files. Therefore, the way for EyeSel to find the target components on the website is to
verify the bitmap on the website with the captured static image. However, there are a lot of
components which are made up of several pictures, and they are designed by JavaScript or
other languages to make the pictures play in a loop so that EyeSel cannot find the images
(components) in that case. In our experiment, we found the components on the website
“Amazon” (recorded as NO.10 in Table 4.1) and the website “Design kitchen” (recorded as
NO.8 in Table 4.1). Take “Design kitchen” as an example. It has a component which
contains several pictures and plays like a slider. However, there is no buttons or next-arrow
to let testers choose the picture. Instead, the slider plays the pictures randomly and circularly
so that EyeSel cannot find the picture.

The second type is that the component’s main color is similar to the background
color. Take website “Herrlich media” (recorded as NO.2 in Table 4.1) as an example. The
background color on this website is light green. The target component we plan to test is a
“Facebook” button whose main color also is green and it is just a slightly darker than the
background color. We capture the target component by “EyeCapture” which is a screen
capture tool of EyeSel. Then we run this EyeSel test case but the image recognition does not
recognize the target component on the website by the screen capture and this JUnit test result
in failure. EyeSel requires at least a 95% match between target component and screen
capture picture. Otherwise, it throws the exception of “java.lang.AssertionError: Values
should be different. Actual: null”. In this experiment test case, it is really hard for EyeSel to
determine the border of target component and background because the color of these two
have high similarity. Therefore, we assume that Eyesel has difficulty in identifying the
components which have the similar color to the background. Moreover, the test cases for
these components are very likely to lead to failure.

The third type is the components which are too small or big on the websites. In our
experiment, we found the components on the website “Microsoft” (recorded as NO.31 in
Table 4.1). The “play” button is too small in a player. Take the website “Jiayuan” (Recorded
as the NO.42 in Table 4.1) as another example. We found one component which is a huge
clickable picture takes almost two-thirds of the website page. In these two cases, EyeSel
cannot find the image either which means EyeSel still has some limitations in image
recognition comparing to the human eyes. Consequently, we assume that EyeSel has
difficulty in identifying the components which have rather big or small size.
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The fourth type is the components have “hidden” attribute. This type is similar to the
Selenium’s fourth type. The components are designed as hidden components by developers.
We should move the mouse into a specific space to make the component become visible at
that point. Take website “apple” (recorded as NO.25 in Table 4.1) as an example. It has a
navigation button for the dynamic picture and the attribute of this button is “hide”. We
should move the mouse near to the button to active the button first and then use the image
recognition to identify the button. However, it is really difficult to locate the right place to
active the button only with the support of EyeSel. Hence, we indicate that EyeSel has
difficulty in testing the components have “hide” attribute.

The fifth type is the components which have the same appearance with other
components on the websites. When we used EyeSel to capture the components, it may find
the wrong target since both of them are similar to each other. Take the website “Barfood”
(recorded as NO.20 in Table 4.1) as an example, all the components in the menu have the
introduction labels. Besides, there is no difference among them so that EyeSel could not
recognize which one is the target while Selenium can find it by specific xpath or id. In this
case, EyeSel will find the first one that is similar to the image which we captured. Although
EyeSel can find the images, it often finds the wrong target component. In consequence, we
assume that EyeSel has some troubles in finding the components which have the same
appearance with other components on the websites.

Thirdly, we want to draw a Venn diagram to present the differences and similarity of
the types that cannot be tested by Selenium and EyeSel. The results are showed in Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4 differences and similarity of the types
that cannot be tested by Selenium and EyeSel

From the figure, we can see that both Selenium and EyeSel cannot test the hidden
component. And EyeSel is a better choice to test the component in Java Applet, HTML5,
Plugins and Other types because these types of components cannot be tested by Selenium.
As for Selenium, it performs better than EyeSel in testing the dynamic image, image
components’ size is too big or small, multiple similar or equal images on the website. All in
all, Selenium and EyeSel have their own benefits and drawbacks of testing capability in
different aspects.

4.1.2 Development time of test cases
After having a brief discussion on the number of components can be tested by these

two tools, we would like to present the data of the test case average development time for
each website which is shown in Table 4.3.
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Table 4.3 A test case average development time for each website (No.= Number)
No. Name Date of visiting Selenium(minutes) EyeSel(minutes)

1 Baidu 3/5/2017 6.6 5.9

2 Herrlich media 3/15/2017 5.1 9.3

3 Networked Insights 4/5/2017 26.2 7.5

4 Nerval 4/1/2017 14.8 6.4

5 Rally Interactive 4/2/2017 25.9 9.5

6 La Moulade 4/4/2017 5.3 7.1

7 Unfold 4/6/2017 5.3 10.5

8 DesignKitchen 3/30/2017 7.7 2.8

9 Youtube 3/30/2017 17.1 6.4

10 Amazon 3/24/2017 10.4 9.6

11 BTH 3/26/2017 17.2 5.8

12 Awwwards 4/5/2017 10.4 5.4

13 Douban 4/7/2017 3.7 3.4

14 Rei 4/8/2017 4.1 3.4

15 Truly-design 4/7/2017 5.5 7.1

16 Blocklevel 4/8/2017 6.9 7.8

17 Loisjeans 4/9/2017 7.5 8.9

18 Woodwork 4/11/2017 15.2 12.3

19 BBC 4/10/2017 6.0 3.3

20 Badrfood 4/10/2017 11.3 9.8

21 Douyu 4/12/2017 9.4 3.8

22 Karlskronahem 4/13/2017 9.1 3.2

23 Webey 4/12/2017 2.4 3.3

24 Poncho8 4/13/2017 6.3 3.6

25 Apple 4/14/2017 6.5 3.8

26 Taobao 4/15/2017 5.6 3.4

27 Yahoo 4/16/2017 7.0 3.0

28 Goldinteractive 4/15/2017 2.7 3.1

29 Chinanews 4/17/2017 4.6 4.0

30 Rockwerchter 4/17/2017 2.3 3.6

31 Microsoft 4/16/2017 2.1 3.7
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32 Time 4/18/2017 10.4 3.0

33 Leoburnett 4/18/2017 5.6 3.6

34 Excite 4/19/2017 6.7 4.1

35 CBP 4/19/2017 2.7 4.1

36 Sojump 4/19/2017 7.8 5.2

37 Diaocha 4/20/2017 7.7 4.5

38 MP3 4/20/2017 3.9 4.0

39 Canada 4/20/2017 2.7 3.0

40 Pizzahut 4/20/2017 3.0 3.5

41 Dnvod 4/20/2017 9.1 5.4

42 Jiayuan 4/20/2017 4.4 5.2

43 Facebook 4/21/2017 7.3 3.5

44 Hoophall 4/21/2017 5.2 4.0

45 Aol 4/20/2017 9.0 4.0

46 Guinnessworld 4/20/2017 6.8 3.0

47 Sverigesradio 4/21/2017 3.0 4.0

48 QQmail 4/21/2017 6.5 4.7

49 Meihua 4/22/2017 4.7 3.5

50 LOL 4/22/2017 6.3 3.8

Average development time (minutes): 7.7 5.1

From the Table 4.3, we can see that the average development time by Selenium is
7.7 minutes while EyeSel is 5.1 minutes. Besides, it can be seen that most of the websites
have similar development time between Selenium test cases and EyeSel test cases. However,
there are some websites have quite different development time for test cases. In other words,
when we generated Selenium test cases, we used much more time than EyeSel for those
websites such as “Networked Insights”, “Rally Interactive” or “BTH”. Take the website
“Networked Insights” as an example, 26.2 minutes is its average development time by
Selenium while EyeSel is 7.5 minutes. The reasons why we spend more time in testing these
websites are as follows: First, some of the components in theses websites are really complex
to be located and manipulated, therefore it takes more time to develop the test scripts.
Second, we need to learn some special API from literature or search solution via Internet to
test special components on the websites. Hence, a period of learning time is included in the
test scripts development. This situation can also occur in the industrial practice when
experienced testers test the web components. Third, the difficulty of debugging by Selenium
is much higher than EyeSel, especially for the complex components.

The result of average development time for each website can be seen more directly
by providing the line chart in Figure 4.5 as follows:
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Figure 4.5 Total average development time for all test cases for each website

4.1.3 Execution time of test cases
After having a brief discussion on the development time of test script generated by

these two tools, we would like to present the data of a single test case average execution time
for each website which is shown in Table 4.4.

Table 4.4 A test case average execution time for each website (No.= Number)
No. Name Date of visiting Selenium(Seconds) EyeSel(Seconds)

1 Baidu 3/5/2017 10.0 13.0

2 Herrlich media 3/15/2017 14.0 15.1

3 Networked
Insights

4/5/2017 17.9 23.2

4 Nerval 4/1/2017 11.7 16.7

5 Rally Interactive 4/2/2017 6.5 14.6

6 La Moulade 4/4/2017 14.1 17.7

7 Unfold 4/6/2017 7.8 9.1

8 DesignKitchen 3/30/2017 7.3 11.1

9 Youtube 3/30/2017 3.3 12.6

10 Amazon 3/24/2017 15.2 15.2

11 BTH 3/26/2017 5.4 18.1

12 Awwwards 4/5/2017 4.4 12.9

13 Douban 4/7/2017 35.3 35.7

14 Rei 4/8/2017 10.5 12.8

15 Truly-design 4/7/2017 27.7 28.7

16 Blocklevel 4/8/2017 8.2 13.5
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17 Loisjeans 4/9/2017 21.8 20.6

18 Woodwork 4/11/2017 9.0 10.5

19 BBC 4/10/2017 9.5 11.6

20 Badrfood 4/10/2017 10.3 12.7

21 Douyu 4/12/2017 7.7 9.4

22 Karlskronahem 4/13/2017 3.7 8.4

23 Webey 4/12/2017 11.2 17.2

24 Poncho8 4/13/2017 18.0 17.3

25 Apple 4/14/2017 7.8 10.4

26 Taobao 4/15/2017 18.6 18.4

27 Yahoo 4/16/2017 4.3 9.5

28 Goldinteractive 4/15/2017 9.0 12.0

29 Chinanews 4/17/2017 18.1 20.1

30 Rockwerchter 4/17/2017 12.1 13.4

31 Microsoft 4/16/2017 14.1 13.4

32 Time 4/18/2017 15.6 16.0

33 Leoburnett 4/18/2017 11.0 14.0

34 Excite 4/19/2017 35.4 35.3

35 CBP 4/19/2017 10.7 11.7

36 Sojump 4/19/2017 10.8 11.0

37 Diaocha 4/20/2017 12.0 13.7

38 MP3 4/20/2017 6.0 9.5

39 Canada 4/20/2017 3.5 5.8

40 Pizzahut 4/20/2017 6.7 7.9

41 Dnvod 4/20/2017 15.3 19.1

42 Jiayuan 4/20/2017 17.8 20

43 Facebook 4/21/2017 12.2 15.0

44 Hoophall 4/21/2017 18.4 22.5

45 Aol 4/20/2017 21.9 29.9

46 Guinnessworld 4/20/2017 14.7 15.8

47 Sverigesradio 4/21/2017 4.6 6.0

48 QQmail 4/21/2017 26.7 27.5
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49 Meihua 4/22/2017 11.9 13.2

50 LOL 4/22/2017 16.0 16.6

Average execution time (seconds): 12.9 15.7

From table 4.4, we can see that a test case average execution for Selenium is 12.9
seconds, as for EyeSel is 15.7 seconds. The execution time for each website varies from each
other and has a huge difference which ranges from 3.3 seconds to 35.7 seconds. The shortest
average execution time for a test script is Youtube by Selenium, the longest average
execution time for a test script is Douban by EyeSel. Normally, Selenium takes slightly less
execution time than EyeSel, but there are some exceptions. e.g. For “Excite”, the average
execution time for Selenium is 35.4 seconds, while it is 35.3 for EyeSel.

The influence factors of execution time are two aspects, one is related to the website
for testing and the performance of hardware devices, the other one is related to the testing
tools and test scripts. The first aspect contains the minimum bandwidth, DNS speed, server
and client hardware configuration, software quality of server, website content complexity,
using Javascript effects or not, number of references to other websites. As far as we are
concerned, the first aspect results in a huge difference in the execution time for different
websites when using the same testing tool. As for second aspects, different testing tools have
different techniques to execute the test scripts which result in the difference for the same
websites by using different tools. We assume that Selenium is a powerful property-based
technique tool that can execute the test script quickly. As for EyeSel, the image recognition
is more like a human, it searches the components from the top of the website to the bottom.
Besides, there is an extra certain time (about 1 second) which is required for launching the
image recognition tool to do the test.

The result of test script execution time for each website can be seen more directly by
providing the line chart in Figure 4.6 as follows:

Figure 4.6 Total average execution time for test cases for each website

4.1.4 Hypothesis Testing
We collected and analyzed the data to summarize the results of Selenium’s and

EyeSel’s test cases. For each automatic testing tool, three variables are identified -- number
of components that can be tested by Selenium or EyeSel (NOC), test scripts execution
time(ET) and test scripts development time(DT). These three variables are used to evaluate
the effectiveness and efficiency of two web testing tools (two generation of GUI-based
testing techniques). The differences of these three variables between the Selenium and
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EyeSel are presented as values and percentages in Table 4.5. For calculating the percentage,
we take the value of Selenium as the basis.

Table 4.5 Results of experiment

Variable Automated GUI -
based testing tools

Difference(value)

Selenium - EyeSel

Difference (%)

Selenium - EyeSel

Which tool
performs
better

Selenium EyeSel

NOC 466 485 -19 -4.07% EyeSel

ET(s) 12.9 15.7 -2.8 -20.77% Selenium

DT(min) 7.7 5.1 2.6 33.77% EyeSel
Table 4.5: NOC indicates the number of components can be tested by these two tools totally. Besides,
we used second as the measuring unit to evaluate average “Execution time” and minute for average
“Development time” for a single test script.

Table 4.6 shows the result of the statistical significance testing which is used to
determine whether the H0 should be accepted or rejected. Firstly, we use Shapiro-Wilk test
to determine the Variables data are normality distribution or not. The borderline of Shapiro-
Wilk test is chosen as 0.05. If the p-value of Shapiro-Wilk test is larger than 0.05, the data
set can be considered as a normal distribution. Secondly, we use the paired t-test to calculate
p-value if the variable’s data set of Selenium and EyeSel are both normality. Otherwise,
Wilcoxon signed-rank test should be used to calculate p-value instead. The H0 of each
measurement can be rejected if the p-value is less or equal than 0.05. Otherwise, H0 should
be accepted.

Table 4.6 Result of the statistical significance testing

Variable Shapiro-Wilk test
(Selenium/EyeSel)

Significance level
(Wilcoxon signed-rank test)

NOC 7.033e-09/1.959e-11 0.03669

DT(s) 5.02e-07/2.131e-06 0.004644

ET(min) 0.000401/0.0002283 0.01523

From table 4.6, we can see that all the Shapiro-Wilk test values for all variables are
less than 0.05. Therefore, the variables data sets are determined as non-normality
distributions. Hence, we use Wilcoxon signed-rank test to calculate the p-value for each
variable. For H0 (NOC), the p-value is 0.03669 which is smaller than 0.05, so H0 (NOC)
should be rejected. As for H0 (DT) and H0(ET), the p-values are 0.004644 (DT) and 0.01523
(ET) which are both smaller than 0.05. Therefore, H0 (DT) and H0 (ET) are rejected. In
conclusion, there are differences in NOC, DT and ET between Selenium and EyeSel.

After analyzing the result of the statistical significance testing, we want to analyze
the result of experiment (showed in table 4.5) which can help to determine which tool is
better in effectiveness and efficiency than the other one.

As for effectiveness, we assume that the effectiveness of EyeSel is better than
Selenium due to two reasons. First, as we can see from table 4.5, Selenium (NOC) is 4.07%
lower than EyeSel (NOC) which means EyeSel can test more components than Selenium. It
seems 4.07% is a small difference from the point view of numerical. However, the DOM-
based testing tools (Selenium in our experiment) have extremely high maturity in the
software industry practices which can test hundreds of components successfully but only
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produces a few failures. In our experiment, 500 Selenium test cases only produce 34 failed
test cases. As for EyeSel, it performs rather better which only produces 15 failed test cases.
We can see that the failed tests number of EySel is less than half of Selenium. Therefore, we
can assume that the effectiveness of EyeSel is better than Selenium by the comparison of
failed test cases. Second, we found and elicited 5 types of components that cannot be tested
by Selenium in Section 4.1.1. Although, EyeSel has its own issues in components testing, it
still can solve the limitations of Selenium especially in the type of “components in the java
applet”, “HTML5 components”, “components in the plug-in”.

As for efficiency, the development time(DT) for Selenium is 33.77% higher than
EyeSel. We take more time in finding solutions for problems we faced in Selenium. Besides,
there are a great number of classes in Selenium so we need to study deeply and apply them
to the experiment test scripts which increase the development time. However, the execution
time(ET) for Selenium is 20.77% lower than EyeSel which means Selenium test scripts take
more time to execute.

There are two measurements to evaluate the efficiency of Selenium and EyeSel
which are DT and ET for test cases. Therefore, we need to conduct a deep analysis in these
two measurements to determine which tool is better in efficiency.

We suppose that testers work 8 hours in a work day. If a tester work 8 hours to
develop test cases by Selenium (we suppose the 8 hours are only for test cases development),
there are totally 62 test cases can be developed based on the average development time (7.7
minutes) as we collected from our experiment. The total execution time for these 62 test
cases by Selenium is 13.2 minutes based on the average execution time (12.9 seconds) as we
collected. If the available execution time for Selenium is more than 13.2 minutes, there is no
more test case can be executed by Selenium. As for EyeSel, we calculated it with the same
way. There are 94 test cases can be developed in 8 hours by a tester which is based on the
average development time (5.1minutes) as we collected. The total execution time for these
94 test cases by EyeSel is 24.6 minutes based on the average execution time (15.7 seconds)
as we collected. if the available execution time for EyeSel is more than 24.6 minutes, there is
no more test case can be executed by EyeSel neither.

We assume the number of test cases can be developed by Selenium (62) and EyeSel
(94) for a tester per day is constant due to the analysis above. Besides, we assume that the
more test cases can be developed and executed by the tool, the better efficiency of the tool is.
In this case, we need to calculate a boundary value to determine which tool is better in
efficiency under different circumstances (available test cases execution time). The execution
time for EyeSel to test the same number (62) of test cases as Selenium is 16.2 minutes.

Figure 4.7 Efficiency analysis
(Red line represents Selenium and Blue line represents EyeSel)
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We conduct a figure which can summarize the analysis above. Figure 4.6 shows the
relation between the available time for test cases execution in a work day(x-axis) and test
cases can be finished in one work day (y-axis) which includes both test cases development
and execution. As we can see there is an intersection (16.2,62) of blue and red line. If the x
value is less than 16.2, we can see the y value of red line (Selenium) is higher than y value of
blue line (EyeSel) which indicate there are more test cases can be finished by Selenium. If
the x value is larger than 16.2, we can see the y value of red line (Selenium) is lower than y
value of blue line (EyeSel) which indicate there are more test cases can be finished by
EyeSel. The intersection (16.2,62) is the boundary value for efficiency comparison.

Therefore, we can conclude that (1) If the available time for executing the test cases
in one work day is lower than 16.2 minutes, the efficiency of Selenium is better than EyeSel.
(2) If the available execution time is higher than 16.2 minutes, the efficiency of EyeSel is
better than Selenium. (3) Otherwise, they have the same level of efficiency if the available
execution time is equal to 16.2 minutes (the intersection of blue and red line).

However, 16.2 minutes for test cases execution can be easily satisfied for most
software companies in industrial practice. Therefore, we assume the efficiency of EyeSel is
better than Selenium.

In conclusion, we can see that both Selenium and EyeSel have their own benefits
and drawbacks from the Table 4.4&4.5 and the result analysis. We assume that (1) The
effectiveness of EyeSel is better than Selenium. (2) The efficiency of EyeSel is better than
Selenium.

4.2 Qualitative results and analysis
Qualitative analysis is the use of a non-quantifiable technique to evaluate the

experiment subjects based on our own observation [51]. After reviewing the related work,
we found some papers [3] [32] [36][39] discuss the learnability and robustness of web
testing tools.

Learnability is a key factor to evaluate the testing tools in the industry. Because
learnability can be considered as an aspect of usability, and it is an extremely important
concern in the design of software testing tools. The better the learnability of an automatic
testing tool, the less training time it will take for a tester to start to use it. Consequently, the
higher learnability of a testing tool can help the company save money in employee training.
We are both beginners in using Selenium and EyeSel to generate the test cases. Hence, it is
convenient for us to evaluate the learnability of Selenium and EyeSel based on our
background and education experience.

As for robustness, we found the components changed regularly on some websites
such as news websites. These changes may influence the reusability of test scripts. It may
cost much money and time in practices where companies deal with thousands of test scripts
every day. Therefore, it is necessary to evaluate the robustness of Selenium and EyeSel.

We found that EyeSel’s test scripts may have problems in portability during the
experiment. EyeSel may need to reformulate the test scripts if we move the test cases from
one environment to another e.g. from Windows system to Mac system. Portable test scripts
can promote the companies’ competitiveness in industrial. For example, JAVA language is a
portable language which means the compiled “byte-code”.class files can be run on any Java-
supported platform without modification. There is no doubt that the high portability of
JAVA language promotes the competitiveness for Sun company in industrial. Therefore,
portability is another quality characteristic we found during the experiment and we want to
analyze the portability of Selenium and EyeSel.

Functionality is related to how diversity the tool can interact with website
components. It is not suggested to test only one function (e.g. click) for the components on
the websites. A multi-functional web testing tool is powerful and mature. Besides, it
provides testers sufficient approaches to test different aspects of components. Hence, we
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want to evaluate the functionality for Selenium and EyeSel in the during the experiment
based on our observation.

We put forward four important quality characteristics that can influence the user
experience in GUI web testing after analysis above. They are learnability, robustness,
portability and functionality. In the following part, we will compare Selenium to EyeSel in
these four quality characteristics by qualitative analysis.

4.2.1 Learnability
In this section, a discussion of learnability for Selenium and EyeSel will be

presented. According to ISO/IEC 9126 [52], the learnability in software testing means the
capability of a software tool to enable the testers to learn how to use it. In the experiment, we
use both Selenium and EyeSel to develop and execute the test scripts for same components
in the websites. Therefore, we want to analyze and compare the learnability of these two
tools based on our background and education experience.

First, the education experience and background of two testers should be explained.
We are two students in their second year of master's degree at Blekinge Institute of
Technology, Sweden who have basic knowledge of Java and HTML programming language.
We have experience in using some automatic testing tools such as CodeAnalyzer, Metrics,
RIPS, PHP Storm, PHP Unit from the previous course. However, it is the first time for us to
develop test scripts by Selenium and EyeSel. Therefore, we evaluate the learnability of
Selenium and EyeSel from the point view of novice testers.

Second, we want to analyze and compare the learnability of Selenium and EyeSel.
For Selenium, the basic knowledge of HTML is required which supports to predicate and
inspect the components on the websites. Selenium provides an interface which is easy to use
for developing and executing test scripts or test suites [53]. As for EyeSel, it provides an
easy way to edit the script and it supports a graphical way to validate the result. EyeSel only
has two classes, Eye and Match which are simple but full of basic functionality methods.
Comparing the learnability of Selenium with EyeSel, EyeSel takes less time than Selenium
for learning because Selenium is more complex and have dozens of classes. Besides,
Selenium is a web DOM-based testing tool which needs quite a bit of expertise [54][55][56].
On the other hand, EyeSel is quite easy to learn in a short time and develop the test scripts
because the technique of EyeSel is graphical based. In conclusion, we assume the
learnability of EyeSel is higher than Selenium.

4.2.2 Robustness
In our thesis, robustness is the ability of two testing tools to handle the errors or

changes during the testing [57]. If the tool can still run the test cases properly when the
problems and changes appear, we assume the tool has a good robustness.

Robustness has several aspects relevant to the web testing tools. Firstly, when we
load the website to wait the components show up, Selenium has many functions to deal with
it. For instance, we can use implicit waits instead of using static wait because static wait
increases overhead and make web driver wait no matter what happens. Meanwhile, EyeSel
also has function about waiting such as wait () and waitUntilChange(). In a conclusion, the
robust to GUI layout change for both of two tools is powerful.

Secondly, the robust to HTML code change is another aspect. Since Selenium finds
the website components by HTML code, it will fail to check and find the components by
Selenium. However, EyeSel finds the components by recognizing the image as long as the
appearance of component stays the same with our captured image. In consequence, EyeSel is
better than Selenium in this aspect of robustness.

Thirdly, the robust to bitmap GUI component change is another aspect. As we
mentioned before, Selenium can find the component based on the HTML codes as long as
the HTML codes are not changed. However, if bitmap of the component is changed which
means EyeSel cannot recognize the component by using the image captured before, testers
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need to capture the component for a new image which takes more human resource on it.
Hence Selenium is better than EyeSel in this aspect of robustness.

All in all, the two tools have different benefits and drawbacks in robustness which
are perceived to make the tools more or less applicable in different situations.

4.2.3 Portability
Portability refers to the ease with which a software or a test case can be moved from

one environment to others [58], e.g. moving of any Selenium test cases or EyeSel test cases
from Windows system to the MAC system. In other words, it is the ability of a software or
tool to run on different platforms or work with different versions of hardware[58]. As we
know that both of Selenium and EyeSel are available for two or more different platforms.

Selenium is known as a portable software testing framework. When testers generate
the test cases that uses Selenium WebDriver. Testers can specify the desired browser by
instantiating the suitable browser object. In our experiment, we chose Chrome as our main
browser. The test cases can be run on another browser, just change the browser driver object
and run with the same code.

When it comes to the EyeSel. We moved the test cases from one environment to
another environment, and we found that EyeSel has difficulty in finding the components
because of the images. The reason is that different environment has the different resolution
so that EyeSel can not recognize the components by the original images. In other words,
EyeSel has low portability.

All in all, the program is written in Java has the portability [58]. EyeSel can run the
codes on different platforms properly except for the image recognition part. Consequently,
the portability of Selenium is a bit better than EyeSel.

4.2.4 Functionality
The functionality in our experiment means the ability of the tools that can test

diverse functions of components. For instance, we need tools to perform other operations
rather than only clicking on the components. During the experiment, we found three
shortcomings of EyeSel. Firstly, EyeSel cannot scroll down the window of website to find
the target components for testing. In that case, the function of “JavascriptExecutor” from
Selenium package should be added to the EyeSel test case. Otherwise, we should scroll
down the windows manually to let the target components on the screen. Secondly, EyeSel
cannot interactive with the input box on the websites while Selenium can perform the
operation by using the function such as “sendKeys()”, “clear()”. Thirdly, EyeSel cannot get
the attribute of testing components such as “text”, “className”, “href”. However, Selenium
can use the function “getAttribute()”to get the attribute of components easily. Consequently,
we assume that the functionality of Selenium is better than EyeSel.

4.3 Lesson Learned
During the testing, we faced some problems when we generated test script. We

searched the information on the Internet and learned the knowledge of Selenium Webdriver
code to deal with these problems. Here we list ten problems that had already been solved by
ourselves after learning. P indicates the Problem and S indicates the Solution.

P1: For Selenium, we once tested one button and a pop-up alert window showed up
which resulted in the failure of testing the following steps in the test scripts.

S1: We imported org.openqa.selenium.Alert and used “driver.switchTo.alert()” to
click the “ok” button in the alert window. Besides, we can also remove the pop-up dialog
automatically by using “driver.switchTo().alert().dismiss()” method. Therefore, the further
action in this single test script can be performed
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P2: We mainly used cssSelector to locate the specific component in our experiment,
and some components cannot be found by this approach since the error reports that invalid
selector.

S2: We used xpath instead of it as our new approach to locate the specific
component.

P3: For Selenium, we found that it can't test the components which are wrapped in
spinner or iframe. And some components which are in a frame cannot be found by xpath or
cssSelector.

S3: We used the code “driver.switchTo().frame(“frame id or name”)”to locate the
frame, then we can find the components wrapped in the frame.

P4: For Selenium, some of the test scripts throws out the exception of unable to find
the component.

S4: We have tried different locate method such as by xpath, CSS. However, they all
returned error. Therefore, we tried class “Actions” to locate components and some of the test
scripts return to success. It may because the class Driver has limitation in locating some of
the components on the websites.

P5: For Selenium, some of the test scripts throw out the exception of the component
is not visible.

S5: We found the reason why this exception occurs. It is because the Selenium test
scripts run faster than the websites’ components loading. Therefore, we used explicit waits
and implicit waits for web driver to wait for a few seconds so that the components can load
out in time.

P6: For Selenium, some of the test scripts throw out the exception of the component
is not clickable at the specific point.

S6: The reason why it happened is because these websites will always have some
pop-up windows when loading the websites such as system pop-up or advertising pop-up.
Therefore, we need to close these pop-up windows first and then Selenium can click on the
right components.

P7: For Selenium, some components cannot be checked with the right mouse button
to get the related HTML source code.

S7: We checked the nearby component and then find out the location of target
component in the HTML source code to get the xpath or selector.

P8: For Selenium and EyeSel, some components’ “directionNavHide” attributes are
true on the original websites. So, it will throw the exception of component is not visible
when we want to perform further action on this component.

S8: We used the Actions.movetoElement to active the components. Therefore, the
attribute of “directionNavHide” for the components will turn to false and the components
become visible.

P9: Some of the components in drop down list cannot be located by cssSelector or
xpath. And these test scripts throw out the exception of no such element. It is the same error
when faced with radio box and checkbox components.

S9: We imported org.openqa.selenium.support.ui.Select to the project and used the
class “Select” to select the components. The solution to handle the “radio box and checkbox”
problem is similar to the “Select”. First, import the related class to the project. Second, use
the function in the class to perform the further action of the components.

P10: When we used EyeSel to test one component, the test case will fail if the image
is not found in the initial UI of the web pages. However, if we click the drop-down scroll bar
to let the image shown on the screen, EyeSel will find the image immediately.

S10: We can use the function ScrollIntoView() from the package
“JavascriptExecutor” to locate the component and scroll into the view so that the EyeSel can
find the image. But the “JavascriptExecutor” package is from Selenium. Therefore, P10 still
should be regarded as the limitation of EyeSel.
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5 DISCUSSION AND LIMITATION
There are three subsections in Discussion and Limitation section. In the first

subsection, we will make a discussion and a summary based on our results which have three
aspects. The first one is the effectiveness of two automation web testing tools which is
related to the RQ1. And the second one is the efficiency of two automation web testing tools
which is related to the RQ2&RQ3. The third one is that we will analyze four quality
characteristics which are related to the learnability, robustness, portability and
functionality. In the second subsection, we will find dozens of previous papers whose scope
and domain are similar to our research. Then we will make a comparison between the papers
result and ours. Finally, an analysis of similarities and differences will be presented. In the
third subsection, the limitation of our research will be discussed.

5.1 Our results
We chose the experiment as the methodology to do the research on evaluating the

benefits and drawbacks of two generations of GUI-based testing tools. In our experiment,
effectiveness is measured by the number of components that can be tested by the tools. After
recording the failures of test cases, we found EyeSel can test more number of web
components than Selenium. Besides, we classify five types of failed test cases for Selenium
and EyeSel. The results show that if testers need to test the components in Java applets,
HTML5 or plugins, they probably have to choose EyeSel to find the components. On the
other hand, if testers need to test the components which have the similar appearance with
other components or the components which have big or small size, they have to choose
Selenium to locate the components. In addition, both of these two tools are hard to locate the
hidden components on the websites.

After analyzing the effectiveness, we continued to analyze the efficiency of Selenium
and EyeSel. There are two measurements to evaluate the efficiency -- test cases development
time and execution time. Hence, we did a deep analysis to measure the efficiency of two web
testing tools. The detailed analysis of two tools’ efficiency is presented in Section 4.1.4.
Based on the result we collected and analysis, we got a boundary value (16.2 minutes) to
determine which tool should testers use under different circumstances. Normally, 16.2
minutes’ test cases execution time can be easily satisfied in practices. Hence, the efficiency
of EyeSel is better than Selenium in this situation. However, if testers have limited time for
test cases execution which is less than 16.2 minutes for some specific emergency situations,
Selenium can be a better choice because the efficiency of Selenium is better than EyeSel in
this specific situation.

We first used quantitative analysis to analyze and conclude the results of effectiveness
and efficiency of two testing tools. Next, we used qualitative analysis based on our own
observation to analyze their learnability, robustness, portability and functionality. We
assume that the learnability of EyeSel is better than Selenium. Because the Selenium is a
web property-based testing tool which needs quite a bit of expertise and it is more complex
than EyeSel. On the other hand, Eyesel is quite easy to learn in a short time since it is
graphical based testing and it only has two classes to study. Hence, testers can learn the
EyeSel quicker than Selenium if they start to use both EyeSel and Selenium in web testing as
beginners. Therefore, EyeSel is a better choice for beginner and whose training time is
limited in the testing process. As for robustness, we consider that Selenium and EyeSel are
both good at robustness in specific aspect. For instance, EyeSel is robust to HTML codes
change during web testing which means testers can use EyeSel to test the components in web
testing if the website components are changed regularly because of the HTML code change.
Additionally, Selenium is robust to bitmap GUI components change which means testers
need to recapture a new image for the changed component if they want to test the changed
component by EyeSel. Because the changed component cannot be recognized by previously
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captured image. Besides, both of them are robust to GUI layout change. As for portability,
the portability of Selenium is better than EyeSel. Because the resolution of web driver may
change if we move the codes from one environment to another. Therefore, EyeSel cannot
find the target component because of the resolution change. Hence, testers need to recapture
the component and formulate another image to test the components when they use EyeSel in
web testing. As for functionality, we point out that Selenium is better than EyeSel. Because
there are more operations that Selenium can perform on the components than EyeSel such as
sendKeys in the input box or get attributes of components. It indicates that testers would
choose Selenium as their main tool for web testing if they have to test the components with
multi-functions.

Our experiment results are based on the Selenium and EyeSel. It could have slightly
different results in the experiment data set if others use other representative tools. We cannot
argue that different tools can have completely the same results with Selenium and EyeSel.
But the conclusion of the comparison of two techniques should be the same because the
representative tools have the same core technique----Property-based technique or Image
recognition-based technique. For instance, EyeSel and Sikuli have the different API.
However, they both belong to the image recognition-based GUI testing tools which will have
the same core technique during testing. Consequently, the experiment results will not be
consistent but the conclusion will be consistent with different representative tools when
others want to replicate our experiment.

Based on our results and analysis, other researchers can have a better view of benefits
and drawbacks of Selenium and EyeSel. In addition, we analyzed and compared these two
tools and there is no research has done the comparison between Selenium and EyeSel. But
there are some researchers compared the 2nd and 3rd generation of GUI-based testing
techniques. We want to compare their result with ours to identify the differences and
similarities. Therefore, we can conclude the benefits and drawbacks of 2nd and 3rd
generation of GUI-based testing techniques.

5.2 Comparative results
In this subsection, we conclude the previous researches which are related to the two

generations GUI-based testing techniques comparison. Then we want to identify the reasons
why our results have the differences or similarities with previous works.

For effectiveness analysis, Selay et al.[35] showed that the second generation of
GUI-based testing has the limitation in the components which need to be evaluated by image
recognition and the third generation of GUI-based testing could solve these issues by image
recognition algorithm. Besides, Leotta [39]et al. made an evaluation and comparison of
DOM-based approaches (the 2nd GUI-based generation technique) and visual approach (the
3rd GUI-based generation technique). They analyzed two specific tools -- Selenium and
Sikuli. They also found the visual approach may be more suitable in some specific situations
which can solve some limitation of Selenium.

Our experiment results also support these opinions. First, we found Selenium has the
limitations in the components finding and we listed the type names of the components cannot
be tested by Selenium such as components in Java Applet or HTML5 players. Then we
tested these components by EyeSel, it showed that EyeSel can test these components
successfully by image recognition. In addition, there is a new finding in our experiment. We
find that EyeSel cannot solve the Selenium limitation in testing the components in the
Carousel Slider because the images are changed dynamically which is really difficult for
EyeSel to capture and locate. Besides, we also find that EyeSel has some shortcomings in
finding the components, we conclude five type of components that difficult or cannot be
tested by EySel which is shown in the “Result and Analysis” part. Therefore, we conclude
that EyeSel can solve some limitations of Selenium in finding the components of the website
by image recognition but it also has its own shortcomings. To sum up, the effectiveness of
EyeSel is better than Selenium.
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For efficiency analysis, we found three papers which focus on the execution time for
test scripts. Firstly, Leotta [36] et al indicated DOM-based approach performs better in the
execution time for test scripts. Secondly, Alegroth et al. [32] did a research on comparing the
execution time of second and third GUI-based testing generations. They also proved that
component-based approach executes quickly and robustly. Thirdly, there is a study that
compared three GUI-based open source testing tools -- Selenium, Sikuli and Watir. The
author Inderjeet Singh et al. [3] indicated that these three tools can be differentiated on the
basis of some characteristics. Consequently, they found Selenium is good at recording
capabilities, data driven testing and ease of learning while Sikuli is good at graphical nature
and execution time.

Our results support the opinions of Leotta et al. [39] and Alegrot et al. [32] We
found Selenium (the sample tool of the 2nd generation) executes the test cases faster than
EyeSel (the sample tool of the 3rd generation) which is similar to the results of Leotta et al.
[39] and Alegroth et al. [32] However, Eyesel is a newly developed tool which needs
improvement in test scripts execution. There are some new findings in our research: we took
the test scripts development time into consideration when measuring the efficiency of two
different testing tools since there are just a few researchers analyzed on this domain. We
found that Selenium test scripts’ development time is longer than EyeSel’s. Therefore, we
make a deep analysis in test scripts execution time and development time which we have
explained in the “Result and Analysis” part.

For quantitative analysis, we only found the papers that analyzed the learnability or
robustness for two generation testing tools. Alegroth et al. [32] said component-based
approach execute quickly and robustly. Inderjeet Singh et al. [3] indicated that Selenium (the
2nd generation) is good at the ease of learning to compare to the Sikuli (the 3rd
generation). However, there are many papers suppose that the 3rd generation has high
learnability compared with the 2nd generation such as the research of Leotta et al. [39] They
indicated that the visual locators are easy to learn compared with the DOM-based locators.

Our result also verified the robustness of Selenium and EyeSel. We found that both
of them have the benefits and drawbacks in the aspect of robustness which is similar to the
results of Alegroth et al. [32] researches. Besides, we found that the learnability of EyeSel is
better than Selenium which means EyeSel is easier to understand and learn compared to the
Selenium. It against to the research of Inderjeet Singh et al.[3]but it is accepted by the
research of Leotta et al. [36] Besides, we also did the quantitative analysis from different
aspects -- portability and functionality. We found that Selenium performs better than EyeSel
both in portability and functionality.

To sum up, our results have some differences or similarities with previous works.
Besides, we also did four new papers on: (1) Evaluate the benefits and drawbacks of
Selenium and EyeSel which has not been evaluated by previous work (2) Analyze the type of
components that cannot be tested by Selenium or EyeSel (3) Take test cases development
time into consideration when measuring the efficiency of two testing tool (4) Add portability
and functionality aspects to the quantitative analysis which is seldom discussed in previous
papers.

5.3 Limitations
In this subsection, we conclude three limitations in our research even though we

have analyzed the results by the experiment and answered our research questions by
analyzing the results.

The first limitation was that the development time for test cases is based on our own
education experience and background. Even though, we had a training period before the
experiment execution which can mitigate the subjectivity of development time, different
testers may get the different result of test cases development time for the same components.
Hence, the data of development time is valid for the testers who have the similar knowledge
background with us.
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The second limitation was the limited number of 50 diverse websites according to
our cognitive and standards. As we known, there are billions of websites in the world. We
probably miss some types of websites that have the special types of components which
cannot be tested by our selected two tools. But it is impossible for us to test all the websites,
we just try our best to find these 50 diverse websites for our experiment to represent the
websites all over the world.

The third limitation was that we did not find the standard criteria for us to choose 50
websites so diversely that they can be on behalf of the global thousands of websites. The
main criteria were based on our own explanations. Besides, we used two variables to
evaluate the efficiency of testing tools. The trade of these two variables also based on our
explanations. In addition, maybe we cannot conduct the extensive results because of our
limited experiment experience.
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6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
By searching the related work, we found that there is no research about comparing

Selenium and EyeSel which are the representation for the 2nd generation and the 3rd
generation of GUI-based testing. Most of them found that component-based testing tools
have some limitations in web testing while Visual GUI-based testing can be used in some
specific situations. We did an experiment to evaluate the benefits and drawbacks of
Selenium and EyeSel to find out what are the limitations and specific situations exactly. We
focus on analyzing the effectiveness and efficiency of these two tools with three metrics
(NOC that cannot be tested by two tools, DT and ET for test cases). After analysis of the
results, testers can get supports when they want to choose the suitable tool to use for
different situations in web testing.

We formulated four research questions based on our aim and objectives. In our
experiment, we chose 50 diverse websites as our subjects and generated 1000 test cases to
test web components by these two tools. In addition, we used quantitative analysis for RQ1,
RQ2 and RQ3 and qualitative analysis for RQ4 to conclude the results.

For RQ1, it is about the number of components that can be tested by Selenium or
EyeSel. We evaluate the effectiveness of two tools based on the results of RQ1. We found
that (1) EyeSel can test more number of components than Selenium totally in 50 websites. (2)
The five failed components types by Selenium are components in Java Applet, components
in HTML5, Hidden components, components in the Plugins and Others which have the
complex structure. (3) As for EyeSel, the 5 failed components types are dynamic image,
components are difficult to be found by EyeSel because of image size, components which
have the same appearance with other components on the website, components have “hidden”
attribute and components’ main color are similar to the background color. (4) The
effectiveness of EyeSel is better than Selenium.

In terms of RQ2&RQ3, they are about the development time and execution time for
test scripts by Selenium or EyeSel. In other words, we want to know which tool can help
testers develop test cases faster and which tool executes the test cases faster. Then we
evaluate the efficiency of two tools based on the results of RQ2&RQ3. The results are (1)
The average development time for each test case created by Selenium is longer than
EyeSel’s. (2) The average execution time for each test case of EyeSel is longer than
Selenium’s. (3) If the available time for test cases execution is higher than 0.27h, we assume
the efficiency of EyeSel is better than Selenium. On the other hand, if the available time for
test cases execution is lower than 0.27h, we assume the efficiency of Selenium is better than
EyeSel. Otherwise, they have the same level of efficiency if the available time for test cases
execution is 0.27h. However, 0.27 hours for daily test cases execution can be easily satisfied
during the GUI web testing processes. Therefore, we assume Eyesel has higher efficiency
than Selenium.

When it comes to the RQ4. The results are (1) The learnability of EyeSel is better
than Selenium which means EyeSel is easier to learn and understand than Selenium. (2) As
for robustness, we consider that Selenium and EyeSel are both good at robustness in specific
aspect. For instance, EyeSel is robust to HTML codes change during web testing and
Selenium is robust to bitmap GUI components change. Besides, both of them are robust to
GUI layout change. (3) As for portability, the portability of Selenium is better than EyeSel
which means Selenium is more convenient to move the codes from one environment to
others. (4) As for functionality, we point out that Selenium is better than EyeSel which
means there are more operations that Selenium can perform on the components than EyeSel
such as sendKeys in the input box.

Our objective of the thesis is to compare property-based GUI testing technique and
image recognition-based GUI testing technique in web GUI-based testing with the
representative tools Selenium and EyeSel. Therefore, we can draw the conclusion based on
the experiment results and analysis mentioned above: (1) Image recognition-based GUI
testing is more effectiveness than property-based GUI web testing (2) Image recognition-
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based GUI testing is more efficiency than property-based GUI web testing (3) The
portability and functionality of property-based GUI web testing is better than Image
recognition-based GUI testing (4) The learnability of Image recognition-based GUI testing is
better than property-based GUI web testing. (5) Both of them have good robustness in web
testing.

The main contributions of this research are as follows: (1) We compare two GUI-
based testing techniques with the representative tools Selenium and EyeSel which has not
been discussed by previous work (2) We present a detailed execution process of experiment
to perform the similar research (3) We clearly evaluate the benefit and drawbacks of
Selenium and EyeSel by qualitative analysis and quantitative analysis. (4) The web-based
testers could get support by this research when they need to choose the suitable GUI-based
testing tools.

In the future, we will test more websites to cover more types of web components to
improve the validity of data. Besides, we will choose more GUI-based testing tools which
belong to the 2nd generation technique and the 3rd generation technique to test the same web
components. Hence, the experiment can be replicated and the result can be validated.
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APPENDIX
// Twenty test cases for one website

package Selenium;
import static org.junit.Assert.*;
import java.awt.image.BufferedImage;
import org.junit.Test;
import org.openqa.selenium.By;
import org.openqa.selenium.JavascriptExecutor;
import org.openqa.selenium.WebDriver;
import org.openqa.selenium.WebElement;
import org.openqa.selenium.chrome.ChromeDriver;
import org.openqa.selenium.interactions.Actions;
import org.openqa.selenium.support.ui.Select;
import eyesel.Eye;
import eyesel.Match;
public class Test12 {

public static final String picpath = "/Users/chenyi/学习/java/experiment/pic12/";
private static WebDriver startDrive() {

System.setProperty("webdriver.chrome.driver", "/Users/chenyi/学习
/java/chromedriver");

WebDriver driver = new ChromeDriver();
driver.get("https://www.douyu.com/directory/all");
return driver;

}
public static void main(String[] args) {
}
@Test
public void selTest1() {

WebDriver driver = startDrive();
WebElement we =

driver.findElement(By.xpath("//*[@id=\"left\"]/a/span"));
boolean b = we.isDisplayed();
assertEquals(true, b);
we.click();

}
@Test
public void selTest2() {

WebDriver driver = startDrive();
WebElement we =

driver.findElement(By.xpath("//*[@id=\"left\"]/a/span"));
boolean b = we.isDisplayed();
assertEquals(true, b);
we.click();
WebElement we2 = driver.findElement(By.xpath("//*[@id=\"left-

big-scroll\"]/div[2]/div/div[2]/div[2]/dl/dd[1]/ul/li[1]/a"));
boolean b2 = we2.isDisplayed();
assertEquals(true, b2);
we2.click();

}
@Test
public void selTest3() {

WebDriver driver = startDrive();
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WebElement we =
driver.findElement(By.xpath("//*[@id=\"left\"]/a/span"));

boolean b = we.isDisplayed();
assertEquals(true, b);
we.click();
WebElement we2 = driver.findElement(By.xpath("//*[@id=\"left-

big-scroll\"]/div[2]/div/div[1]/ul/li[2]/a/span"));
boolean b2 = we2.isDisplayed();
assertEquals(true, b2);
we2.click();

}
@Test
public void selTest4() {

WebDriver driver = startDrive();
WebElement we =

driver.findElement(By.xpath("//*[@id=\"header\"]/div/ul/li[1]/a"));
boolean b = we.isDisplayed();
assertEquals(true, b);
we.click();

}
@Test
public void selTest5() throws InterruptedException {

WebDriver driver = startDrive();
//Select make = new

Select(driver.findElement(By.xpath("//*[@id=\"header\"]/div/ul/li[3]")));
//assertFalse(make.isMultiple());
//assertEquals(4,make.getOptions().size());

// WebElement we =
driver.findElement(By.xpath("//*[@id=\"header\"]/div/ul/li[3]/a"));
// we.click();
// boolean b = we.isDisplayed();
// assertEquals(true, b);

Actions a = new Actions(driver);
a.moveToElement(driver.findElement(By.xpath("//*[@id=\"header\"]/div/ul/li[3]")))

.perform();;
// WebElement we2 = driver.findElement(By.className("fl assort
open"));

Thread.sleep(2000);
WebElement we =

driver.findElement(By.xpath("//*[@id=\"header\"]/div/ul/li[3]/div/div/ul[1]/li[5]/a"));
boolean b = we.isDisplayed();
assertEquals(true, b);
we.click();
//a.click(we).perform();;

// System.out.println(we2.getAttribute("href"));
}
@Test
public void selTest6() {

WebDriver driver = startDrive();
WebElement we = driver.findElement(By.xpath("//*[@id=\"change-

live-new-show\"]"));
boolean b = we.isDisplayed();
assertEquals(true, b);
we.click();

}
@Test
public void selTest7() {
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WebDriver driver = startDrive();
WebElement we = driver.findElement(By.xpath("//*[@id=\"main-

col\"]/div/div/div[2]/div/div[2]/div[1]/div[2]/ul/li[3]/a"));
boolean b = we.isDisplayed();
assertEquals(true, b);
we.click();

}
@Test
public void selTest8() {

WebDriver driver = startDrive();
WebElement we = driver.findElement(By.xpath("//*[@id=\"live-list-

contentbox\"]/li[2]/a/div/p"));
boolean b = we.isDisplayed();
assertEquals(true, b);
we.click();

}
@Test
public void selTest9() {

WebDriver driver = startDrive();
WebElement we = driver.findElement(By.xpath("//*[@id=\"main-

col\"]/div/div/div[2]/div/div[1]/a"));
boolean b = we.isDisplayed();
assertEquals(true, b);
we.click();

}
@Test
public void selTest10() {

WebDriver driver = startDrive();
WebElement we =

driver.findElement(By.xpath("//*[@id=\"left\"]/div[2]/div/div/div/a/i"));
boolean b = we.isDisplayed();
assertEquals(true, b);
we.click();

}
@Test
public void Eyetest1() {

WebDriver driver = startDrive();
Eye eye = new Eye();
BufferedImage img = eye.loadImage(picpath+"leftbutton.png");
BufferedImage img2 = eye.loadImage(picpath+"yz.png");
Match match = eye.findImage(img);
eye.click(match.getCenterLocation());
eye.click(match.getCenterLocation());
Match match2 = eye.findImage(img2);
assertNotEquals(null, match2);
System.out.println("script completed");
driver.quit();

}
@Test
public void Eyetest2() {

WebDriver driver = startDrive();
Eye eye = new Eye();
BufferedImage img = eye.loadImage(picpath+"leftbutton.png");
BufferedImage img2 = eye.loadImage(picpath+"yz2.png");
BufferedImage img3 = eye.loadImage(picpath+"yxlm.png");
Match match = eye.findImage(img);
eye.click(match.getCenterLocation());
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eye.click(match.getCenterLocation());
Match match3 = eye.findImage(img3);
eye.click(match3.getCenterLocation());

// eye.click(match3.getCenterLocation());
Match match2 = eye.findImage(img2);
assertNotEquals(null, match2);
System.out.println("script completed");
//driver.quit();

}
@Test
public void Eyetest3() {

WebDriver driver = startDrive();
Eye eye = new Eye();
BufferedImage img = eye.loadImage(picpath+"leftbutton.png");
BufferedImage img2 = eye.loadImage(picpath+"yz3.png");
BufferedImage img3 = eye.loadImage(picpath+"qbfl.png");
Match match = eye.findImage(img);
eye.click(match.getCenterLocation());
eye.click(match.getCenterLocation());
Match match3 = eye.findImage(img3);
eye.click(match3.getCenterLocation());

// eye.click(match3.getCenterLocation());
Match match2 = eye.findImage(img2);
assertNotEquals(null, match2);
System.out.println("script completed");
//driver.quit();

}
@Test
public void Eyetest4() {

WebDriver driver = startDrive();
Eye eye = new Eye();
BufferedImage img = eye.loadImage(picpath+"zb.png");
BufferedImage img2 = eye.loadImage(picpath+"yz4.png");
Match match = eye.findImage(img);
eye.click(match.getCenterLocation());
eye.click(match.getCenterLocation());
Match match2 = eye.findImage(img2);
assertNotEquals(null, match2);
System.out.println("script completed");
//driver.quit();

}
@Test
public void Eyetest5() {

WebDriver driver = startDrive();
Eye eye = new Eye();
BufferedImage img = eye.loadImage(picpath+"fl.png");
BufferedImage img2 = eye.loadImage(picpath+"overwatch.png");
Match match = eye.findImage(img);
eye.click(match.getCenterLocation());
eye.move(match.getCenterLocation());
Match match2 = eye.findImage(img2);
assertNotEquals(null, match2);
eye.click(match2.getCenterLocation());
System.out.println("script completed");
//driver.quit();

}
@Test
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public void Eyetest6() {
WebDriver driver = startDrive();
Eye eye = new Eye();
BufferedImage img = eye.loadImage(picpath+"hyh.png");
BufferedImage img2 = eye.loadImage(picpath+"dytj.png");
Match match = eye.findImage(img);
eye.click(match.getCenterLocation());
eye.click(match.getCenterLocation());
Match match2 = eye.findImage(img2);
assertNotEquals(null, match2);
System.out.println("script completed");
//driver.quit();

}
public void Eyetest7() {

WebDriver driver = startDrive();
Eye eye = new Eye();
BufferedImage img = eye.loadImage(picpath+"hyh.png");
BufferedImage img2 = eye.loadImage(picpath+"dytj.png");
Match match = eye.findImage(img);
eye.click(match.getCenterLocation());
eye.click(match.getCenterLocation());
Match match2 = eye.findImage(img2);
assertNotEquals(null, match2);
System.out.println("script completed");
//driver.quit();

}
public void Eyetest8() {

WebDriver driver = startDrive();
Eye eye = new Eye();
BufferedImage img = eye.loadImage(picpath+"hyh.png");
BufferedImage img2 = eye.loadImage(picpath+"dytj.png");
Match match = eye.findImage(img);
eye.click(match.getCenterLocation());
eye.click(match.getCenterLocation());
Match match2 = eye.findImage(img2);
assertNotEquals(null, match2);
System.out.println("script completed");
//driver.quit();

}
public void Eyetest9() {

WebDriver driver = startDrive();
Eye eye = new Eye();
BufferedImage img = eye.loadImage(picpath+"hyh.png");
BufferedImage img2 = eye.loadImage(picpath+"dytj.png");
Match match = eye.findImage(img);
eye.click(match.getCenterLocation());
eye.click(match.getCenterLocation());
Match match2 = eye.findImage(img2);
assertNotEquals(null, match2);
System.out.println("script completed");
//driver.quit();

}
public void Eyetest10() {

WebDriver driver = startDrive();
Eye eye = new Eye();
BufferedImage img = eye.loadImage(picpath+"hyh.png");
BufferedImage img2 = eye.loadImage(picpath+"dytj.png");
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Match match = eye.findImage(img);
eye.click(match.getCenterLocation());
eye.click(match.getCenterLocation());
Match match2 = eye.findImage(img2);
assertNotEquals(null, match2);
System.out.println("script completed");
//driver.quit();

}
}
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